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Co-op elects Chaney
as a WKRECC director

Cockpit boxes
to aide search
for crash cause
By DAVID McCORMICK
Associated Press Writer
KENNER, La. ( AP ) — Cockpit
recordings from a Pan Am jet
may show whether the crew heard
control tower reports of potentially dangerous wind currents before
the plane took off in a
thunderstorm and crashed
minutes later, investigators say.
The National Transportation
Safety Board said two wind shear
alerts were issued about a minute
apart, 71
/
2 minutes before Flight
759 crashed after takeoff Friday
just outside New Orleans, killing
all 145 people aboard and eight on
the ground.
But the board refused Sunday to
speculate whether wind shears —
unpredictable downward bursts of
wind that disrupt normal air currents — caused the nation's
second-worst plane crash.
Jefferson Parish Coroner Dr.
Charles Odom said the identification of the dead should be nearly
finished today, and the bodies
released to relatives.
The victims, laid ogt in
refrigerator trucks in a huge
Delta Air Lines hangar at Moisant
Airport, were examined bV a team
of pathologists, medical experts
and the FBI's identification unit.
"There probably will be some
that will be almost impossible to
identify, but once the fingerprints
are in, indications are 90 percent
will be identified," Odom said.
The flight of the Boeing 727
originated in Miami and was
headed for Las Vegas, Nev., and
San Diego.
NTSB spokeswoman Barbara
Dixon said it was possible the
crew never heard the wind shear
alerts. The pilot could have switched radio frequencies from
ground control, which governs
taxiing planes, to local control,
which instructs takeoffs and landings, she said.
But the presence of wind shear
(Continued On Page 2)

Eugene Chaney, retired
Calloway County vocational
agriculture teacher, was elected
to the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative board of directors Saturday.
The election was at WKRECC's
44th annual members' meeting at
North Elementary School.
Chaney won with 478 votes,
followed by Jeff Howard and
Robert Colley, both of Graves
County, with 450 and 420 votes
respectively.
Chaney replaces Linda Sullivan,
Graves County, on the board for a
three-year term. Colley and
Howard remain on the board for
another three-year term.
Chaney retired June 30 after 31
years of teaching. He had been in
the county school system as a
vocational ag teacher for the past
26 years. Chaney, who lives on Irvin Cobb Road with his wife Dortha, has five children.
Others on the ticket Saturday

Ar,

•BACK TO NATURE — The curious river otter takes his first look
around his new home Hematite Lake m TVA's Land Between The
Lakes. In a joint effort, the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and TVA released a male and a female otter on
June 24. They were originally live trapped in Minnesota to be a part
of the TVA barge exhibit at the Worlds Fair in Knoxville, Tenn., but
due to the exposure and activities at the Fair, the stress on the otters
appeared to be affecting their health. After the first week in their
new habitat, biologists from Murray State University report that
both are doing well.
(TVA Photo by Chris Sharp)

role as president of the Bechtel
Group, a multinational engineering and construction firm with
large contracts with Arab states.
Both houses return today — the
House after a recess of more than
two weeks and the Senate after a
10-day break. They are scheduled
to remain in session until Aug. 27,
when they will quit until after
Labor Day.
The first order of business in the
Senate is a proposed constitutional amendment that would require a balanced federal budget
unless both houses voted by a
three-fifths majority to permit
spending in excess of revenues.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., a cosponsor of the amendment, said
he believes it will pass. A count by

Analyst says gas prices
to stabilize quite soon
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Unless
oil-exporting nations reach agreement on production ceilings or
price differentials, retail gas
prices should stabilize after nine
weeks of steady increases,says oil
industry analyst Dan Lundberg.
Lundberg, publisher of the
weekly Lundberg Letter, said Sunday that wholesale price increases, which generally have
matched those of retail prices,
have leveled off during the past
two weeks, and retail prices are
likely to do the same.
The (U.S.(dealers are still lagging 1.2 cents behind the
wholesale increases so it's possible that we will see a little bit
more before the plateau levels
off," Lundberg said. "But the

were Sullivan, who received 377
votes, and Sammy Myatt, also of
Graves County, who pulled in 150
votes.
After the meeting, Howard was
re-elected president of the new
board, with Joe S. Ray, Graves
County, vice-president and Ralph
Edrington, Carlisle County,
secretary-treasurer.
Max B. Hurt, local civic leader
and educator, addressed the
group before general manager
John Edd Walker presented his
report to the membership.
Walker said the utility
cooperative had gained only 15
members during the past fiscal
year, due to the national recession
and rate increases brought about
by the current economic situation.
He added the cooperative has
26,730 members in a six-county
area — Calloway, Carlisle,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston and
Marshall.
Walker said power rates will

probably level off during the next
two or three years, while
WKRECC's present power plant
will last until 1990 without extensive repairs or additions. The
plant is valued at $30,041,610.
A variety of methods are being
sought and tried to cut costs,
Walker said. Cooperative retirees
are not being replaced, while
duties are shifted to balance the
work load. He also suggested the
elimination of proxy voting, since
mailing proxies to members is expensive.
He also said Tennessee Valley
Authority has selected WKRECC
as one of 50 cooperatives to implement a help-the-elderly plan.
Under the plan, which must first
be approved by the board,
cooperative members would be
asked to permit an additional $1 to
be added to their power bills each
month. This money would be used
to help elderly persons on fixed incomes pay their utility bills.

State law on child restraints
becomes effective Thursday

Panel to begin grilling Shultz
on his business ties to Arabs
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP( — As Congress returns today from its
Fourth of July recess, senators
are preparing to give President
Reagan's second nominee for
secretary of state a two-day grilling on his business ties with the
Arab world.
The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee is scheduled to open its
confirmation Tuesday for
secretary-designate George P.
Shultz, whom Reagan tapped for
the top job at the State Department after accepting the resignation of Alexander M. Haig Jr.
The committee also reserved
the hearing room for Wednesday,
anticipating lengthy questioning
by some senators about Shultz'

bit Per Cary

wholesale development suggests
that we've hit a plateau."
Members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
met in Vienna last week in an effort to reach a consensus on crude
oil production quotas or price differentials for various grades of
crude, but suspended talks Saturday without any agreement.
Lundberg's survey of prices at
17,000 service stations nationwide
indicated that the average price of
all grades of gasoline increased
11.4 cents per gallon in the last
nine weeks — from $1.183 to 81.297
— but that in the last two weeks
the increase was only .56 of a cent.
The highest average recorded
by the survey was $1.378 a gallon
in March 1981.

The Associated Press showed 66
senators either committed to vote
for the measure or learning
toward support of it. It requires a
two-thirds majority, which is 67
votes if all 100 senators vote. The
AP count showed 13 senators still
undecided.
The amendment faces a tougher
fight in the House, where it is cosponsored by 221 members, a majority of the 435-member body but
substantially less than two-thirds.
Among the opponents is Rep.
Peter Rodino, D-N.J., chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, where
the measure is now being considered. If approved by both
houses, the amendment would
have to be ratified by threefourths of the state legislatures to
become part of the Constitution.
The House is scheduled to take
up, probably on Tuesday,
Reagan's second veto of a supplemental appropriation bill to
keep parts of the government running in the current fiscal year.
Shultz, who served as secretary
of the Treasury and secretary of
labor in the Nixon administration,
made the rounds of Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
members before the recess. None
indicated opposition, although
several said they wanted to question him about his Bechtel ties.
Some senators said they fear
that Bechtel's links with the Arab
world might tilt Shultz against
Israel.
The committee is expected to
act quickly to recommend Shultz'
confirmation. Baker has said he
would schedule Senate action as
soon as possible after the committee vote so that Shultz can take office.
Deputy Secretary of State
Walter Stoessel has been acting
secretary since Haig's departure.

FRANKFORT — Only July 15,
Kentucky will become one of 17
states with a child restraint law
requiring protection of babies and
small children when they are
riding in a passenger car or truck.
Tennessee was the first state to
pass child restraint legislation.
Lawmakers there passed the Tennessee Child Passenger Protection Act in 1978. Last year the law
'wasfine-tuned to remove a''babein-arms" amendment which
allowed an older person to hold a
child rather than placing the child
in an auto safety device.
Leaving the babe-in-arms provision in the Tennessee law would
have allowed a 5-year-old to hold a
4-year-old, said Dr. K.W. Heatherington, director of the Child
Passenger Safety Program for the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville.
But the age of the ''older- person really wasn't the point, he
said. Even if a grownup is holding
a child it is a dangerous practice
since no one is strong enough to
hold on to a child in a car wreck
and an unbelted adult may also be
thrown forward, crushing the
child, said Dr. Heatherington.
Heatherington said the Tennessee law has saved 10 children
from death and 67 children from

injury in car wrecks during 1978 to
1980. Officials reached this figure
by analyzing accident data taken
from special supplemental forms
filled out by Tennessee state
police.
Since the Tennessee child
restraint law was passed, only one
child in a federally-approved auto
safety device ,has died on Tennessee highways, said Heatherington. The baby was in what state
police termed on "non-survivable
accident." The child was a
passenger in a small car which
was crushed on the right side by a
full-size car.
There was a second instance of
a child in a restraint dying in an
accident. However, the child was,
unfortunately, in a plastic feeder
chair designed for home use, said
Dr. Heatherington.
The Tennessee law, which does
carry a fine, has increased use of
child restraint devices but usage
is far from universal, said
Heatherington. Before the law
passed, use of an auto safety
device for children varied from 5
percent in rural areas to 10 percent in cities.
Now the use rate varies from 25
10 30 percent, he said.
Heatherington said the enforce-

Economists expect drop
from high interest rates
with short money supply
NEW YORK (AP) —
Economists are predicting some
relief from high interest rates
following a sharp drop in the nation's money supply. Short-term
rates already have begun falling.
The Federal Reserve Board
reported Friday that MI — the
basic money supply measure that
includes cash and funds in
checking-type accounts — fell $3.7
billion in the week ended June 30
to a seasonally adjusted average
of $445.9 billion.
With the money supply contracting, analysts believe the Fed has
decided it can relax, at least temporarily, its grip on credit and
provide more reserves to the
banking system.
The federal funds rate, the interest charged by banks for excess reserves loaned to other
banks, dropped as low as 12.25
percent late Friday from 13 percent Thursday. In the week ended
Wednesday, the Fed said the rate
averaged 14.47 percent, down
from 14.81 percent the previous
week.
"With the federal funds rate set-

tling at about 12.5 percent, that
should exert downward pressure
on the prime (lending rate) in the
next few weeks,- said David
Jones, an economist at Aubrey G.
Lanston & Co.
The prime rate, 16.5 percent at
most, banks, is that base used by
bankk to calculate interest on
loans to their best corporate
customers. It does not directly affect consumer rates, such as those
on home mortgages, but consumer rates generally follow the
direction of the prime.

MSU regents
plan meeting
The Murray State University
Board of Regents will meet in
special session at 10 a.m. Saturday in the board room of Wells
Hall.
The purpose of the meeting is to
receive the report from the committee to determine the presidential selection process.

ment effort in Tennessee supported by the commissioner of
public safety there plus a good
education program is behind the
success of the Tennessee law.
The most important message to
the public is "automoblie accidents are the leading killer of
children," said Dr. Heatherington.
The National Safety Council,
which keeps records on all causes
of death, has determined that
wrecks kill more children that
childhood diseases, he said.
Parents should consider buying
and properly using auto safety
devices "immunization" against
death or injury in a car accident,
he said.
-There is nothing, and I mean
nothing, a parent can do that will
better protect a child's life than
buying a federally-approved,
crash-tested restraint and making
sure the child is properly secured
every time he rides in a car,"
Heatherington said.

fair weather
Today will be pleasantly
warm, warm with a few fair
weather clouds. Highs will be
near 85, with northwest winds
at five to 10 mph: Tonight will
be clear and calm with lows
near 65.
Tuesday will be sunny and a
degree or two warmer. Highs
will be near 88 degrees with
light winds.
The extended forecast for
Kentucky calls-for fair weather
Wednesday through Friday,
with little or no precipitation
expected. Lows will be in the
low 60s and highs will be in the
mid 80s 1010w 90s.
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State communities to benefit
from development block grants

NEW DIRECTOR — Gary Mullins left ), Lexington, Tenn., has been named new assistant band director for
the Murray city schools. Holder of a Bachelor of Music from University of Tennessee at Martin and Master of
Arts in Secondary Education from Memphis State University, Mullins formerly was assistant band director
andflag and rifle instructor for Lexington Junior High. A woodwind specialist, Mullins will be an assistant at
Murray Middle and Murray High to Paul Blackburn ( right).
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Reagan comments on optimism
of sending U.S. troops to Beirut
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ) AP) — President Reagan, conceding that he is
wary about sending U.S. troops into Beirut, says there are "reasons
for some optimism" for a settlement to the crisis in Lebanon.
Speaking to reporters aboard
Air Force One as he flew back to
Washington after an 11-day vacation in California, Reagan said the
situation between Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization
is "still just iffy and too touchy."
"I think there are reasons for
some optimism," he said. But he
added, "We've been disappointed
before."
•
Asked if he believed Americans
were wary of his plan to dispatch
1,000 U.S. combat forces to
evacuate the PLO from its remaining stronghold. Reagan told
reporters. "I would expect.them
to be."
"I'm wary myself," the president said. "That's why we want to

impose certain conditions.
U.S. special envoy Philip Habib
is attempting to mediate an end to
the fighting between the Israelis,
who have surrounded west Beirut,
and trapped PLO guerrillas. Artillery and rocket dueling between
the two sides delayed negotiations
Sunday, until a new U.S.-arranged
cease-fire went into effect late in
the day.
The president was putting aside
the Mideast crisis temporarily today to pledge his support for a
constitutional amendment that
would require a balanced budget.
He scheduled a White House luncheon with key sponsors of the
amendment.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said
Reagan "wants to get a feeling
from the leaders to see where
chances for passage stand and to
indicate his full support." Senate
debate on the amendment begins
today.
The president, who spent most

of his vacation at his isolated
ranch 20 miles from Santa Barbara, Calif., refused Sunday to
divulge details of the Lebanese
peace negotiations. "It's still too
touchy to talk about," he said.
The president flatly denied a
published report that he was looking for ways to ease trade sanctions imposed on the Soviet Union
after it invaded Poland.
"Let me give you a friendly
warning," he said emphatically.
"A lot of those so-called leaks —
they don't know what the hell
they're talking about."
The president said his holiday
had been "just fine" and initially
told reporters he didn't want to
talk about anything but horses.
Having left his mountaintop
ranch and his daily riding only
hours earlier, Reagan already
seemed to miss it. "I just regret
that I'm still not out there clearing
brush," he said, referring to
another of his favorite ranch activities.
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—Floyd County, $487,000.
renovate 37 houses in the West
Garrett neighborhood; alleviate
sanitary sewer problem.
— Christian County, $458,000.
renovate 21 houses, remove 22, extend water and sanitary slower
lines to the Green Road area.
— Paducah, $460,000,
rehabilitate 10 houses, buy and
clear 19, stimulate construction of
15 new houses in the Whiteside
area.
— Princeton, $465,000, renovate
15 houses, buy and clear 13, improve water lines and storm
drainage in the Bartleyville area.
— Casey County, $490,000,
renovate 28 houses and 13 mobile
homes, install a number of indoor
bathrooms in the Dunnville area.
— Fulton County, $363,260,
rehabilitate 15 houses in the
Brownsville area.
— Vanceburg, $492,000,
renovate 19 houses, extend
sanitary sewers, underwrite construction of seven houses in the
Flinders Drive neighborhood.
— Sadieville, $428,000,
rehabilitate 20 houses, buy and
clear 21, make sanitary sewer
connections to 40 houses.
— Central City, $404,777,
rehabilitate 14 houses, buy and
clear eight, make storm drainage
and flood control improvements in
the Pattontown area.

Another cease-fire halts war;
several left dead on streets
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP( — A but said PLO
casualties were
U.S.-mediated cease-fire halted "very light."
the fiercest Israeli-Palestinian
The military command in Tel
fighting yet around Beirut, a Aviv said 28
Israeli soldiers were
rocket and artillery duel that left wounded in the
fighting. The PLO
scores of dead in the Shell- claimed 70 Israelis
were killed or
shattered streets of the Lebanese wounded, but it
gave no source for
capital.
its account.
The thunderous day-long bomA series of Israeli artillery barbardment Sunday came as Israeli rages pounded the
PLO nerve
officials said time was running out center in the slums
of Moslemfor a political settlement and ac- held west Beirut,
while Israeli
cused the Palestine Liberation gunboats offshore*
shelled the
Organization of stalling.
Palestinian Bourj el-Barajneh
Shelling was so intense that it camp near Beirut's paralyzed
airhalted peace talks with U.S. port.
presidential envoy Philip C.
Correspondents saw
Habib.
Palestinian-fired rockets crash inLebanese Prime Minister to the pine forest surrounding_
U.S.
Shafik Wazzan was prtvented Ainbaisador Robert
-.Dillon's
from delivering to Habib an 11- residence in
Yarze, and another
point peace proposal by PI,0 chief volley of Katyusha
rockets and arYasser Arafat — a plan that tillery' shells
slammed into the
reportedly falls short of meeting glass-and -stone
presidential
Israel's demands for a full PLO palace in suburban
Baabda.
pullout from Lebanon.
Shells also hit the foreign press
Lebanese police said at least 52 center at the Hotel
Alexandre and
people were killed and 135 were other areas of Christian
-held east
wounded in the Beirut shelling. Beirut for the first
time since
PLO spokesman Bassam Abu Israeli troops laid
siege to the
Sharif claimed more than 300 PLO stronghold four
weeks ago.
civilians were killed or wounded, Israeli officers said
the shells

Noises on tape impede
,
air crash investigation
WASHINGTON (AP( — Investigators say background noise
on the cockpit tape and fire
damage to the flight data recorder
will impede the National
Transportation Safety Board's investigation into the crash of a
jetliner outside New Orleans.

"It will take longer than we anticipated," perhaps a couple of
weeks, to interpret the data from
both recorders, said Dr. Carol
Roberts, chief of the safety
board's lab services division.
Data from the recorders may
help pinpoint the cause of the nation's second worst air disaster.
All 145 people on board the Pan
American World Airway's 727
jetliner and at least eight on the
ground died in the crash minutes
after the plant took off from New
(Continued From Page 1) Orleans International Airport duralone does not warrant cancella- ing a heavy thunderstorm Friday
afternoon.
tion of a flight, said NTSB vice
Board officials displayed the
chairwoman Patricia Goldman.
badly charred flight recorder and
Investigators will learn more
heat-damaged cockpit voice box,
when the "black box" cockpit
voice recording is processed by an flown here from New Orleans
Saturday night, at a news conFBI lab, she said.
ference Sunday morning.
The recorder's container was
The cockpit tape, though not afdamaged by fire after the crash.
fected by the heat that damaged
The tape was not affected, but it
its container, will
hard to
contains background noise, such
understand because of
as sounds of the plane's windbackground noise, Ms. Roberts
shield wipers, and the quality is
said.
poor, Mrs. Goldman said.
"The noise level is so high that
investigators plan to use voices
are buried underneath the
sophisticated recording equipnoise," she said. Investigators
ment to try to eliminate the
will have to filter the tape to
background noise.
decipher any crew conversations
In the Morningside subdivision,
or air traffic control transmiswhere the plane devastated 11
sions that may have been recordhouses along a quarter-mile strip, ed,she
said.
the process of demolition conAs for the reason for the crash,
tinued.
she said "no cause looks more
City housing inspectors con- likely than another"
at this point.
demned structures, and
"We're not ruling anything
bulldozers Sunday scraped up a out..., but since a thunderstorm
block of former houses into a pile was present we will look for
of rubble up to 15 feet high. The weather involvement" as a possiwreckage is to be trucked to the ci- ble factor, Ms. Roberts said.
ty dump.
She said that while it was
Searchers found $35,000 in cash "theoretically possible" that
and checks on one of the bodies, lightning may have contributed to
and smaller amounts on two the crash — and investigators
others, deputies sSid. Many of the were not ruling that out — such an
victims had been bound for the event would be "rare."
gambling mecca of Las Vegas
The flight data recorder
Archbishop Phillip Hannan of registers information such as
New Orleans held a funeral mass altitude, air speed, heading and,
Sunday at Our Lady of Perpetual vertical acceleration which inHelp, the pariah church for the vestigators hope will shed light on
people on the ground who died.
the crash.

came from Palestinian positions,
but the PLO denied firing on east
Beirut.
The bombardment stopped
about 9:30 p.m. (3:30 p.m. EDT).
Lebanese state radio said Habib's
negotiating team arranged the
cease-fire after Wazzan pleaded
for intervention to "stop this mad
bombardment."
The renewed fighting
underscored the Israeli Cabinet's
Increasing impatience with the
siege of west Beirut, which began
after Israel invaded Lebanon on
June 6 to crush the PLO guerrilla
army and drive it from Lebanon.
"The negotiations are going on,
but lime_ is not olimitect,"
Cabinet Secretary Dan Meridor
said in Jerusalem after the
regular Sunday meeting of Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and his
ministers.
Meridor said "nothing yet has
been decided" on a deadline for
departure of the estimated 8,000
PLO guerrillas trapped in west
Beirut. The Israeli media
reported Habib had set Aug. 1 as
-an informal target date" for
reaching a settlement on an
evacuation.
Israel Radio said several
ministers told Begin they thought
Habib's negotiations were going
too slowly and expressed doubt
they would succeed. The radio
said the ministers were convinced
the Palestinian leadership was
stalling for time by complicating
the talks, and keeping Israel embroiled in a costly war of attrition.
Israel has been saying for weeks
that the PLO guerrillas must
leave Lebanon and a strong
Lebanese government must be
established before its forces will
withdraw.
"Our demand lays down that all
foreign troops leave Lebanon,
down to the last man," Israeli
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
said in an interview published by a
West German newspaper Sunday.
Israel has threatened to assault
west Beirut and drive the PLO out
if diplomatic efforts fail. There
has been widespread public opposition to such a move in Israel
and elsewhere because of the high
casualties likely in house-to-house
fighting.
Sources in Beirut indicated
Arafat's new proposal is not likely
to allay Israeli suspicions. They
said the document emphasized the
creation and deployment of a U.N.
force to supervise an Israeli-PLO
disengagement, rather than a
PLO evacuation from Beirut.

Park board
. meeting slated

Stock No 904

$171.27*

and public facilities, total $8 4
million
The department also will make
grants for economic development
projects, Ms. Hamilton said.
The communities receiving
housing and public facilities
grants, the amounts, and the projects were:
— Bath County, $465,750,
replace water system in the
Sharpaburg Water District.
— Columbus, $92,775, replace
water system.
— Johnson County, $335,000, extend water service to 775
residents.
— Pembroke, 1404,600, improve
municipal services, upgrade
houses in the Hail's Avenue area.
— Russellville, 1500,000, build
new sewage treatment plant.
Morehead, $430,846, replace
gas distribution system.
— Crittenden and Livingston
counties, $500,000, extend water
service to 1,138 families.
— Leitchfield, $495,000, boost
water treatment capacity 70 percent.
— Harlan County, $471,000,
water and sewer improvements in
the Coxton community.
— Shepherdsville, $500,000, improvements in the Salt River
neighborhood.
— Carlisle, 1249,700, replace
most of city gas system.

Crash...

Stock No 976

40mbetwilliMINIPrOPIPTIP7 isffah.

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API —
Water and sewer improvements
and housing renovation will be
made possible in 20 Kentucky
communities slated to benefit
from the first round of stateadministered community development block grants
The communities were chosen
from a list of 177 that applied for
the grants, the first since Kentucky assumed the administration
of the federal funds in 1981.
"As part of the new federalism,
the states were given the option,"
said Sally Hamilton, director of
the Economic Development
Department's office of community development.
"They are federal funds, but
they come to the state and the
state makes the decision on how
the money is allocated," Ms.
Hamilton said.
The state gets $30.6 million in
federal community development
block grant funds this year.
Of that, $14.5 million will go to
continue commitments already
made by the federal Department
of Housing and Urban Development when it administered the
program, Ms. Hamilton said.
The grants announced last week
by Economic Development Commissioner Dale Smith, for housing

753-2617

The regular monthly meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board will be held Thursday, July 15, in the Robert 0.
Miller Courthouse annex, according to Gary P. Hohman,
Parks Director.
Scheduled for the 6:00 P.M.
agenda include discussion of the
Monthly Finance Report, a report
from the Festival of Arts Committee, the 1982 Budget, and the
Director's Report.
Hohman advises that the rear
entrance to the building should be
utilized.
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perspective
Owning a gun
becomes
legal matter
Each head of a household must own a gun, according to a new ordinance in Kennesaw, Ga., a
5,400-population suburb of Atlanta, but the
American Civil Liberties Union is trying to get a
federal court to block enforcement of the law.
Gene Guerrero, executive secretary of the
ACLU in Georgia, said it acted on behalf of a
Kennesaw resident.
Guerrero termed the Kennesaw ordinance "an
illegal, unconstitutional taking of liberty (and)
invasion of privacy in that the government of
Kennesaw is telling people what they must do
without any showing of any compelling reason to
do so."
Interestingly enough. the Kennesaw ordinance, which exempts convicted felons, the
disabled and those with religious objectives, was
enacted by the city council March 15 as a reaction against passage of an ordinance by the council of Morton Grove, Ill., a Chicago suburb, banning ownership of handguns by private citizens.
Significantly, the ACLU did not term the Morton Grove ordinance -an illegal, unconstitutional
taking of liberty (and)invasion of privacy in that
the government is telling people what they must
do without showing of any compelling reasons to
do so."
The ACLU does not seem to think much of the
rights of self-defense of citizens in an increasingly lawless land where 25,000 murders and more
than a million violent crimes are reported every
year.
- Perhaps the feelings of a great many fed-up
Americans were summed up by Kennesaw
housewife Karen Martin, who said, "It feels
good" to know that if criminals broke into her
duplex,"you could get rid of them real fast."
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Taking stand
in court
for big bucks
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There's little justice in the expenditures needed
these days to obtain legal testimony in court from
some expert witnesses.
A case in point is the recent Penthouse magazine
trial. Libel charges over an article in penthouse
were brought by Rancho I,a Costa, the resort in San
Diego, Calif. Penthouse magazine won out in the
end, but the cost to the publisher, Robert Guccione,
was extremely high - estimated at $6.5 million.
Much of the money went to the lawyers,of course,
but a lot found its way into the pockets of witnesses.
The biggest fee for a witness went to Aladena "Jimmy the Weasel" Fratianno, a mobster and former
hit man, who wanted $250 an hour for his time when
giving depositions or appearing as a witness in
court. Fratianno was paid $40,000 for his testimony
during the 5"6-mprith trial.
Another walafss, a journalism professor, received $33,000 from La Costa for testmony and consultation. He was considered an expert witness, testifying on the issue of prevailing standards for investigative journalism.
The magazine also brought a journalism professor from the University of Missouri to the stand.
He received about $11,000, and most of it because he
stood by nine days before he testified. An author.
who appeared for Penthouse received about
$15,000 and a former newspaper reporter from
Miami drew approximately $10,000 even though he
never testified.
Perhaps the plaintiffs and the defendants in the
Penthouse case are extremely lucky pyschiatric
testimony wasn't needed. That would have brought
on even more financial woes.
The system is wrong - one side paying through
the nose for testimony and the other side forced to
answer with its battery of high-priced witnesses. It
cries for an investigation and a complete overhaul.
Justice should not come with a fancy price tag.
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lowdown
Representative Patricia Schroeder
(Colo.)"... What we are going to do is
totally reintroduce the ERA. We
have decided that it is improper to do
another extension at this point. We
will have to reintroduce it fresh and
begin from square 1. It will then have
to go through the different
legislatures all over again; but we
anticipate States,such as mine which
passed it before, will reratify it very
rapidly, so we will have a full 7 years
to focus on the few States that in prior
years did not approve ERA...
Representative Silvio 0. Conte
(Mass. "...So the gentlewomen will
introduce it on July 14, 1982, and then
there will be 7 years from that date to
accomplish it..."
Representative Patricia Schroeder
Mass......That is exactly right. It
will be 7 years from the date that the
ERA passes out of the House and the

letter to the editor

by joe crump
Senate, so we are encouraging
Members of the House and the Senate
to cosponsor, so we have as many
cosponsors as possible...
The gentleman knows that we
need two-thirds on both sides to get
ERA passed, but our hope is that we
can get that as rapidly as possible
and then begin the ratification process once again..."
"We want to do a .(iassive press
conference with both we Senate and
the House Members reintroducing it
on July 14..."

Representative William Lehman
(Fla. "...I will join with other
members of the Congressional
Caucus for Women's Issues in reintroducing the equal rights amendment. I will work for its passage by
the Congress and for its ratification
by the States..."

Representative Margaret M.
Heckler (Mass. "...On July 14, with
some of my colleagues in the Congressional Causus .on Women's
Issues, which I cofounded and
cochair, I will introduce a bill
(ERA)...I urge my colleagues to join
me."'
Representative Barney Frank

Representative Robert W.
Kastenmeier ( Wis. "...There are
scores of us in the Congress prepared
to reintroduce the equal rights
amendment and work for what can
only be described as a totally just and
long overdue amendment to our Constitution.
Representative James L. Oberstar

7600r
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To the Editor,
I could hardly believe my eyes
when I saw 'the American league's
lineup', for the allstar game! I think
the system of letting the fans vote,
has resulted in 'stuffing the ballot
boxes' in cities like New York and
Chicago. I refer in particular to the
position of catcher on the A.L. team.
To my way of thinking, Carlton Fisk
is not' the best, or near best catcher
in the American league.
Maybe he is 'the best looking', but
as the famous ex-catcher, Yogi Berra
said,( after a sports writer refered to
Yogi's 'short and rugged features')"I
don't catch with my face.'"There are
two "sr three other catchers with
more ability than Fisk, one being
Lance Parrish of the Detroit Tigers
.296 b.a. and Bob Boone, Angels, yet
these guys will go in as subs or
backups! Carlton Fisk will be best
remembered for his snuff coinmericals, instead of his baseball
powers. I think the Boston Red Sox
would back up my thinking on Mr.
Fisk. Thank you for allowing me to
express my views on this subject.
Sincerely,
Danny M. Rogers
Murray,Kentucky

( Mass.( "...I join her in expressing
our determination to reintroduce the
equal rights amendment and to continue to fight until er put the principle
of equality for women into the Constitution...''

The PLO was born out of Israel's
statehood in Palestine and its later
occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza, creating generations of
refugees. Once incorruptible, its extraordinary success in accumulating
arms and money despite political
failure to retrieve part of its land has
made the PLO itself an occupying
power - a power without responsibility.
The ambition of the PLO- Palestinian self-determination on the West
Bank - remains an exemplary cause
that President Reagan may soon
decide needs redemption. But the
PLO's methods of attaining it in
Lebanese cities we visited up to
Beirut tend to support Israel's claim
that the PLO has become
permeated by thugs and adventurers.
"The worst elements in the PLO
took over from the best," a Christian
Lebanese surgeon told us in Sidon. A
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by rowland evans and robed novak
whiff of decaying flesh was in the air
from bodies rotting under tons of
debris bulldozed off the main streets.
We encountered the surgeon by
chance. We asked him how the people
of Sidon like the Israeli invaders. His
answer: "If you want to know, come
to my farm and see."
The farm, on a strategic hilltop
overlooking the harbor, had been
taken over without negotiation, compensation or advance notice by local
PLO commanders in 1974. The house
was littered with the refuse of six
years - filthy uniforms, broken
chairs, slogans on the walls. That
was the least of it. Two small barns
were packed with munitions, guns,
dynamite, detonators, even made-inAmerica helmets still in their crates.
Hidden in the orchard were two
heavy-artillery peices. In a shed in
the pig pen were dozens of unopened
cartons of hand grenades. The
wreckage of 12 automobiles, said by
the surgeon-farmer to have been "requisitioned" by the PLO down in the
city, littered the front yard.
"You ask how do we like the
Israelis," the doctor said. "Now you
can see. Compared to the hell we
have had in Lebanon, the Israelis are
brothers."
While the PLO occupied and ravaged his farm, the surgeon-farmer liv-

ed in a small downtown apartment.
But for the 60,000 Lebanese in Sidon
( a population that had swelled with
240,000 Palestinian refugees by the
time the Israeli army arrived), surviving the PLO was another kind of
hell.
A young teacher told us about it. A
Shilte Moslem, she had lost an uncle
killed in the Israeli invasion. Her
brother was being held by the
Israelis. That would seem to be
reason for anger, but there was none.
"We have not been able to keep our
schools open," she told us. The PLO
toughs , made classrooms too
dangerous. Girls were molested.
Schools shut down.
With her were three other young
Lebanese: a Maronite Christian, a
Shi'ite Moslem and a Sunni Moslem.
Each in turn told a similiar story: an
apartment taken over by the PLO,
cars stolen, thievery in town up by a
recorded 5,000 percent, vineyards
and orchards ruined.
Israeli soldiers were conspicuous
everywhere in Tyre and Sidon on our
June 22 visit. They represented a
totality of military power inconceivable to the only people contiguous to the Jewish state never until June 6 - invaded by the might
of Israel.
Yet, in the two cities of Tyre and
Sidon, there is reason to believe the

heartline
Hearume is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I
would like to move to another part of
the country after retirement. Can
you give us a rundown of some of the
states that are better than others as
far as economy, jobs opportunities,
weather, living costs, etc., for persons living on limited incomes? C.Y.
ANSWER: According to Chase
Econometrics, a forecasting company, who have prepared a study on
where the cost of living would remain
favorable for retirees during the next
decade, the following are the "best",
with the reasons noted,
Utah - low energy costs;
moderate cost of living; healthy jqb
growth.
Louisiana - inexpensive way of
living; extremely low property
taxes.
South Carolina - low living costs
and taxes.

-4- -4 -4

CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
It's expected that the new ERA
amendment will have little trouble
being passed in both the House and
the Senate. In an election year no
congressman will be looking for trouble from an aroused group of voters.
The Buck will have to stop in the
Halls of the State Capitals.
The next 7 years should be very interesting. -

New. Service

inside report
OCCUPIED LEBANON - Israel's
accusation against the PLO as a
rogue elephant whose arms and
swagger created resentment and
fear in Lebanon's largest cities was
no fabrication.
That becomes clearer as the initial
shock of the Israeli invasion
dissipates and the Lebanese, picking
up the threads of life, start talking.

( Minn.(
..The concept of the
amendment will survive and the fight
to Incorporate protection of women's
right into the Constitution will continue..."
Representative Geraldine Ferraro
(N.Y.( "...The foes of ERA are a
minority. If they think that ERA will
soon be dead, they are dead wrong.
July 14 marks the day of the beginning of a new battle for equal rights..."

Nevada -. abundance of new housing and jobs; no state or inheritance
taxes.
Texas - service jobs plentiful;
housing costs moderate outside big
cities.
New Mexico - job supply growing;
energy costs low; cheap housing
abundant.
Alabama - cheapest and warmest
of "best" states.
Arizona - good, inexpensive housing; warm climate; fine medical
care.
Florida - warm climate; excellent
medical services; no income tax.
Georgia - mild climate; very low
living'costs even in Atlanta.
HE ARTLINE : In the Social Security Medicare Handbook, it says that I
have 90 days of protection in the
hospital, but I was forced to leave the
hospital after 30 days because my
Medicare stopped after 30 days. Why
didn't I get 90 days of coverage? H.G.
ANSWER: Hospitals and skilled
nursing facilities which are Medicare
approved have committees which
determine on a case to case basis
whether a person should stay in the
hospital to receive the services they
need, of if these services can as easily be provided for them in their
home. Medicare will not pay for

hospital care when the care needed
can be furnished in a skilled nursing
facility, as an outpatient, or in the
beneficiary's own home.
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Israeli casualty count: a total 250
killed and less than 1,000 wounded.
Perhaps those low casualties had
some impact on the Lebanese when
the shooting stopped. Perhaps the
final outcome in Beirut will change
opinions even here. But that seemed
unlikely.
Most probable in the aftermath of
the Lebanese invasion is this: The
PLO is justly accused of a grave
disservice to the people who took
them in here and to the people they
represent. To themselves, the disservice is greatest of all.

looking bock
Ten years ago
Joyce Hopkins was crowned as
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen. Joyce Wooden was first
runnerup, Julie Whitford was second
runnerup and Vicki Pat lamb was
Miss Congeniality. "Shadrack" was
winner of Battle of Bands with
members being Darrell Gibson,
Robert Walker, Danny Elliott. Kent
Bucy and Dennis Sliger.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lula
Mae Kyle,83.
Nearly 100 persons attended the
design public hearing on proposed
improvements of Main Street from
Sixth to 16th Streets at Murray State
University.
Twenty years ago
Ferd Camp, 26, drowned July 11
-while swimming in a farm pond near
Kirksey.
Z.C. Enix, Robert Hendon, Nat
Green and Keith Hill of MurrayCalloway County Fair Board
presented a program at meeting of
Murray Lions Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Jimmie Lamb, Richard Lamb,
Linn Stanak, James Green. Arlo
Sprunger, Steve West, Joe Ward,
Tony Thomas, Clayton Hargrove,
Bobby Emerson, John Sammons.
Jerry Caldwell. David Fitts. Danny
Fortner, Larry Stone, Mark Cunningham, Gary Wilkinson and Steve
Sammons have been named to Pony
League All-Stars. Chester Thomas
will be manner And Haron West will
be coach.
Thirty years ago
James Hugh Stewart. Bobby Coles,
Richard James, Dan Poyner and
Jimmy Foster, officers of Hazel High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of
America, and their advisor, Cannon
Parks, will be attending FF'A State
Officers Training School at Hardinsburg.
Deaths reported include N.A.
Waldrop, 61, and Robert Mitchell:.
Canady. infant son.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Charles Marine and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wyatt,
both on July 5, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs John Overcast, July 6.
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Ladies day golf play scheduled Wednesday
Ladies day golf will be
Anyone not listed or
played Wednesday, July anyone who cannot play
14, at the Murray Country should call the golf
Club.
hostess, Barbara Stacey,
7S3-0000.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. 1
9 a.m. — Frances
Hulse, Mary Bogard,
Jerlene Sullivan and Betty Jo Purdom.
9:10 a.m. — Dorothy
Fike, Betty Lowry,
Venela Sexton and
Evelyn Jones.
9:20 a.m. — Euvie
Gibbs, Judy Latimer,
Faira Alexander and Inus
Orr.
9:30 a.m. — Sue Brown,
Anna Mary Adams, Jane
Fitch and Toni Hopson.
Tee No. 4
central center 753-3314
9 a.m. — Pam Mavity,
Diane Villanova,
Margaret Shuffett and
Chris Graham.
9:10 a.m. — Edith Garrison, Alice Purdom.

CHERI 3

' 00,9 30

Con

Mary Bell Overbey and
Cathryn Garrott.
9:20 a.m. — Judy
Muehleman, Virginia
Schwettman, Norma
Frank and Betty Scott.
9:30 a.m. — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Rowena
Cullom, Euldene Robinson and Betty Powell_
Tee No. 7
9 a.m. — Ann Haney,
Molly Booth, Carman
Hanson and Al Ramsey.
910 a.m. — Billie
Cohoon, Freda Steely,
Wilda Purdom and Patti
Claypool.
9:20 a.m. — Nancy Orr,
Mary Bazzell, Claudia
Berry and VeSeverns.
9:30 a.m. —Martha Sue
Ryan, Rebecca Irvan,
Exie Hill and Lois Keller.
A ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon
with Jane Babb and
1.ouAnn Philpot as
chairmen.
Bridge will be played at

9:30 a.m. with Virginia
Blackburn as hostess.
Betty Scott, hostess for
golf play on June 30, has
released the winners for
play on that day as
follows:
Championship flight —
Frances Hulse, first
place, Sue Brown, low
putts.
First flight — Madelyn
Lamb, first place, Toni
Hopson,low putts.
Second flight — Jane
Fitch, first place, Judy
Muehleman,low putts.
Third flight — Betty
Powell, first place, Martha S. Ryan,low putts.
Fourth flight — Nancy
Orr, first place, Billie
Cohoon, low putts.
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Pork-Hutson wedding to be Aug. 7

Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Park of Paducah announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Virginia (Gtnnyl Lee
Park, to Richard Chris)
Christion Hutson, son of
Mrs. Michael F. Stalls of
Knoxville, Tenn., and Dr.
Richard M. Hutson of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Hancock
and Mrs. Delia Park and
the late 0.L. Park, all of
Paducah.
Miss Park will be a
junior majoring in radio
and television at Murray
STOP DRIPPING
State University.
Turn back the cuffs on
The groom-elect is the
rubber gloves when grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
washing or painting ceil- Ralph
McCuiston and Dr.
ings to stop the liquid
and Mrs. Woodfin Hutfrom dripping down your son, all of
Murray.
arms.
Mr. Hutson will be a
junior at Murray State
University where he is
studying pre-law with a
major in political
science.
The wedding will be
Saturday, Aug. 7, at 7
p.m. at the Reidland Baptist Church, Paducah. A
reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Coming Out Of Our Ears

5 Doz. For $600
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Virginia Lee Pork
to marry Richard Christion Hutson

datebook
Tennis play Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, July 15, at 9 a.m. at the club.
Substitutes will be Patsy Miller, Carol Boaz and
Lana Smith.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Sue
Overbey, Andrea Hogancamp, Joni Billington and
Janna Hughes; Court Two — Jearmetta Williams,
Georgianna Moffitt, Brenda Marquardt and Sharron Broigh I Court Three — Rainey Apperson, Emmy Edwards, Sharon Wells and Frankie McNutt;
Court Four — Judy Carroll, Jenny S. Smock, Patsy
Oakley and Mary Jo playing for Peggy Billington.

N. 17th St. Behind Pizzo Hut
Mei:ray, Ky.
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Sewing group will meet
Shriners Wives Hospital Sewing Group will meet
Tuesday, July 13, at 10 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie. Each one should bring a sack
lunch.

Wesleyan class plans event
Wesleyan Sunday School Class of First United
..Methodist Church will have a potluck picnic for
members and their families on Tuesday, July 13, at
6 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Each
should bring table service ad drinks as well as food
for your family, a class spokesman said.

Free checks to be given
LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS

Free blood pressure checks will be taken for
senior Citizens at Hazel Community Center on
Wednesday, July 14, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
being served at 11:45 a.m.

IN JUST 6 WEEKS

Tennis play Wednesday
NOW OVER 1.500 LOCATIONS

LOSE WEIGHT
AND LEARN HOW
TO KEEP IT OFF!
NO
DRUGS

*O.

1.6`out

'

aaniz

NO
SNOTS

IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF Mon.-Fri. 8.5:30
Sat. 10-2
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020
V/S4

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, July 14, from 9 to 11 a.m, at
the club. Substitutes will be Pat Weatherly, Joy
Waldrop and Tara Dennison.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Deanna
Parker, Debbie Keller, Cathy Mattis and Kathy
Kopperud; Court Two — Jennifer Hewlett, Dinah
Vire, Annette Alexander and Cecelia Brock; Court
Three — Vicky Holton, Carol Waller, Renee Wynn
and Jan Wilson.

Officers of the MurrayCalloway County Community Chorus met
recently to plan events
for its 1982-83 season.
Possibilities included
participation in the
September Arts and Craft
Festival in the park, a
Thanksgiving feast program, Christmas performances serving both

Thursday, July 15, 1982
6:00 PM

FILL YOUR ENTIRE DEN OR LIVING ROOM
With Solid Wood Furniture
For 1 LOW PRICE
Sofa, Chair, Rocker and 3 Tables
in Durable
Antron Nylon
Covers. All
6 pcs.
ONLY
Appliances
mu

WIRE1101ISE

Bedding
U.S.641 North

Va-3031

$34800

LOCATION

BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY
418 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 502-753-8301
ORIGINAL ART WORK
Limited Edition Prints: Roy Harm, Charles Frace, Jean Vietor, Ken
Holland, Neal Holland, C.W. Vittotow, Charles Harper and Many Other
Nationally Known Artist.
Gold & Silver Jewelry, Cigarette Cases, Lighters
*A Portion of The Proceeds From The Selo Will Go To The Firemen's Fond For Needy
Children.
Terms: Cash day of sale

Principal Auctioneer
Pete Galloway
Larry Seay
Apprentice Auctioneer
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
-SERVICE YOU CAN DEPEND ON"
But. Ph. 502,383-2249
Home Ph 502-247-9949
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local and surrounding
regions, as well as a Spring presentation.
The purpose of the
organization is to provide
an enjoyable outlet for
the talents and abilities of
people in the community
and to provide Murray
with a variety of choral
music of high quality.
Preliminary plans
were made for a summer
evening meeting Monday
tonight under the first
pavillion in the park at 7
p.m. This informal gettogether is open to all
members, past and present, and all persons interested in singing.
Watermelon and soft
drinks will be provided.
•••
SUMMER SALAD
Summer and salads go
together and chicken
salads are universal
favorites because they're
tasty, satisfying and low
in calories. The National
Broiler Council suggests
adding bits of chopped
chicken to a chef's salad.
Or start with chicken and
makes salad to serve ins
whole garden -ripe
tomato. Salads are ideal
ways to use left-over
chicken. Or, to cook
chicken for salads, simply simmer parts or the
whole bird) until fork
tender. Mix the chopped
chicken with your
favorite fruits and/or
vegetables. season and
serve.

4
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Coming community events

7- 7

Tuesday,July 13
Wedneaday,July 14
Monday,Julyn
Hattie Lee Galloway
Oaks
Country Club will
Faith Doran Circle of
W!;(11: Group of Westside
First United Methodist have golf and bridge for
Baptist Church will meet
Church will meet for a the ladies at 9130 a.m.
at 7 p.m. at church.
luncheon.
Murray Bass Club will
Murray -Calloway
"Managing For meet at 7 30 p.m. at
County Community
Wildlife" will be program Sirloin Stockade.
Chorus will meet at 7 presented
at 2 p.m. at
Murraythe
Birthday party for
p.m at
Woodlands Nature
Calloway County Park.
Center, Land Between senior citizens having birthdays
in July will be
Recovery, Inc., will the Lakes.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Shriners Wives Douglas Center.
Calloway County Health
Hospital
Sewing Group
Center, North Seventh
Hazel Center will be
will meet at 10 a.m, at
and Olive Streets.
home of Mrs. Henry open from 10 a.m. to 2
Events at Murray- McKenzie. Each is to br- p.m. for activities by
Senior Citizens. Free
Calloway County Jaycee ing a sack lunch.
blood pressure checks
Fair will include District
will be given.
Dairy Show for 4-H and
Wednesday,July 14
FFA; 4-H Rabbit Show at
Wesleyan and Ruth
Make Today Count will
5 P.m.; official opening at Wilson Circles of First
6:30 p.m.; Little Miss United Methodist Church meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Pageant at 7 p.m.
Women will meet at 7:30 Murray-C
alloway County
p.m. at church.
Hospital.
Tuesday,July 13
Elm Grove Baptist
"Unendangered
Puppeteers of
Church Women will meet Species" will be program
Memorial Baptist Church
at 130p.m. at church.
presented at 2 p.m. at
will present a puppet
Woodlands Nature
Murray Star Chapter Center, Land Between show at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly at 7:30
No. 433 Order of the the Lakes.
p.m.
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Ladies day events at
Murray -Calloway
Murray Country Club will
County Jaycee Fair will
Murray TOPS (take off be golf at 9 a.m., tennis
feature family night,
pounds sensibly) Club scramble and bridge at
Jersey Cattle Show at 6
will meet at 7 p.m. at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at
p.m. and Old Time FidHealth Center, North noon.
dlers Contest at 7 p.m.
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Wife's sex budget makes mote questiop balance
DEAR ABBY This is
going to be a -first" for
you. Vera ( not her real
name and I have been
happily married for nearly two years. Vera is 24
and I'm 33, and we enjoy
a healthy, normal sex
life.
About six months ago
she asked me if I would
mind "paying her" every
time she had sex with me.
Now,don't get me wrong
Vera is a nice girl iron
off a farm, and she really
doesn't ask for much —
Just a few dollars. She
says it makes her feel like
a "wicked" woman and
that "turns her on," so I
go along with her little
game.
I suppose I shouldn't
complain because this
hasn't hurt our sex relationship. If anything, it's
improved it. If I don't
have the cash,she lets me
charge it. She won't take
a check. She wants to see
the cash.
Have you ever heard of
anything like this before?
Do you think Vera is

Pet
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Princess Anne
Canada
on world tour

a good thing to do."
Bridesmaids, in fulllength, pastel-colored
gowns, starting from opposite ends of the rink,
skated a half loop around
the floor, met in the
center, and skated to the
altar area at the
ceremony Saturday. The
best man and maid of
honor were next, followed
by the ring bearer and
flower girl, who held
hands for added support.
The Rev. Robert M.
Tenery, pastor of Burkemont Baptist Church, did
the honors, but elected
not to use skates.
"I felt I'd better keep
my feet on solid ground,"
he said.

Catfish Special
Wed. 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Catfish Plate
French Fries, Cole Slow
and Hush Puppies
Reg. $3.95
0E00 690KiN IN a* k‘kritin

229

$

PICK YOUR OWN PERSONAL DISCOUNT
AT

CRASS FURNITURE
35%

Ivory

Maragine

Dishwashing

32 oz.

Turner

Lipton Instant

Ice Cream

Tea

Draw Your Own Personal Discount
Your Minimum Discount Will Be 35%
Yoa May Receive A Full 50% Discount
It's Up To You

3.6 oz.
Reelfoot

Frito-Lay Ruffles

Bologna

Potato

Chips

894
Mos.-Mors. II-7
Fri.-Sat.84

8 l!sc
16 Oz.
Phis
Deposit

50%

OFF DEALER'S SUGGESTED LIST PRICE

$349

Coca Cola
Tab or
Mellow Yellow

45%

OR

4 qt.

753-8301

you cannot caorne ,nto the Gallery, coil, and we w,11 debyerjhe GO
Book to your home
along with your registration form for the prizes.

YOU'LL SAVE

Parkay

49

HELP!
HELP!
HELP!

Main St.

Including Tax 5269

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

lb.

you were in my place'
SICK OF FIGHTING
DEAR SICK: Your
sister obviously covets
your tea set more than
she values your friendship. If I were you, I'd
write the loss off and
forget it
•••
Problems' You'll feel
better if you get them off
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038
For a personal reply,
please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

BLACKFORD HOUSE GALLERY

Monday'Friday 11 e.m.-2 p.m.
PLATE LUNCH
1 meat, 2 vegetables, coffee or tea

Hi-Boy
Spraying
Tobacco Spraying Service
MH-30 For Suckers
Parathion For Lice
Eddie Chapman 489-2221

own set back'
Would you believe she
ignored my request' I
wrote to her four tunes
and called her at least a
half-dozen times asking
her to return my set, but
she still has it. This has
ruined our relationship
and I am sick over it. I
still want my set back.
Last year my sister
moved to California and
took my set with her
What can I do? I consulted a lawyer and he
told me I could sue her.
but I would have to go to
California and hire a
California lawyer to handle the case. I really can't
afford to go to California
to sue her, but if that's the
only way to get my set
back, I guess I'll have to
do it and save somewhere
else.
What would she do if

You Help us, we help you, and we all help the needy children have
a wonderful Christmas.
You purchase one of our gift-check books for $29.95, and you will
get over $100.00 value in food, plus many other items at discount
prices — the purchase of the coupon book, also gives you a chance to
register for a prize of $1,000.00 and five for 2nd prize $100.00
each — winners will be selected by a random drawing to be held on
July 31, when all the books one sold. So come in and bring all your
friends!
You may be the lucky winner! With each book you purchase, $1.00
will be given to Murray Firemens', Needy Childrens' Fund which could
total $1,500.00, and this will make many children winners of a
beautiful Christmas.
lst-1,000.00 Cash
2nd -5-$100.00 Cash Prizes
3rd-Fraces "Snowy Owls"
5th-Ray Harm's "Raccoon" Framed
6th-Ray Harm's "Downy Woodpecker" Framed
7th-Ray Harm's "Barn Swallows" Framed

AM1111111111111.
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find out what courses are
available ft s women who
need to learn how to protect themselves against
rape. It will be well worth
your time.
DEAR ABBY: When I
was divorced 15 years
ago, I gave my sterling
silver tea set to my sister
to uskuntil I remarried.
She lived in Iowa and I
lived in Missouri.
Well, three years ago I
remarried and asked my
sister to return my silver
tea set. She said, "I have
grown to love it so much,
I just can't part with it." I
could not believe she was
serious, but shortly after
that she sent me a cheap
silver-plated tea set to
replace the sterling silver
set that belonged to me! I
returned the silver-plated
set and told her she could
keep it — I wanted my

leil
8
44
16th Street Merrily
753-3149

Bridal couple wears
skates at their wedding

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at western portion of
MORGANTON, N.C.
Livestock and Exposition
, AP) — A couple rolled
Center.
Into matrimony, saying
Bethel Baptist Bible
they wanted to get marStudy will be at 6 p.m. at
ried on skates because
home of David and
that's how they met.
Aleshia Cunningham, Ut"I don't know who
terback Road.
thought of it," said Susan
Branch, 17, of MorganWesleyan Sunday
School Class of First ton, who married Bobby
United Methodist Church Simpson, 2 2 , of
will have a family potluck Elizabethton, Term., at
picnic at 6 p.m. at the Pavilion Skating
Murray-Calloway County Rink. "It just seemed like
Park.
Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; visits
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
OTTAWA, Ontario
(AP) — Princess Anne,
Group II of First Bap- on a ceremonial tour
tist Church Women will through Canada, whirled
meet with Mrs. Bernice through a busy day in OtWisehart at 2 p.m.
tawa, surveyed some cattle, dined on caribou and
Events at Murray- then headed for the
Calloway County Jaycee Yukon.
Fair will include Holstein
Before she departed
and Friesian Cattle Show Monday, the 31-year-old
at 6 p.m. and Demolition princess had met with
Derby at 7 p.m.
local organizers of the international children's
Bazaar workshop will group she heads, cruised
be at 9:30 a.m. at First a canal and lunched with
United Methodist Church. the prime minister.

boribers? Or sin I. for going along with it?
CASH "CUSTOMERS"
IN CANADA
DE
AR
"CUSTOMERS": About
sex: Anything that is
agreeable between two
consenting adults, done
privately and hurts no
one,is OK.
DEAR ABBY: A few
years ago you had
something in your column about chastity belts.
I believe you said that
they were coming back in
style. I would very much
appreciate it if you would
give me some information on where I might get
one. According to what I
read in the newspapers
this town has become the
rape capital of the United
States. Thank you.
NEEDS PROTECTION
IN RICHMOND,VA.
DEAR NEEDS: A
woman threatened with
rape should be more concerned about her life than
her chastity. Call your
local rape crisis center or
police department and

DISCOUNTS APPLY TO THE ENTIRE INVENTORY
_
SERTA BEDDING - BROYHILL SOFAS - STRATOLOUrIGES
RATTAN DINETTES- HIDE-A-BEDS - COCHRANE DINETTES

Nue

/6E414.

'SAVE
Across From Alorroy Drivoin
So 4th

...•

Visit Us Today
Draw Your Own Personal Discount

CRASS FURNITURE
p ip.••.1/4,-•
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EVIEW IPORECAST
Kentucky ag board attempts to protect cattle industry
FRANKFORT — With
Kentucky facing the
possibility of greater
restrictions on moving
cattle under new federal
brucellosis regulations,
the Kentucky State Board
of Agriculture has proposed several measures
designed to protect the
state's $750 million cattle
industry.
At its July 6 meeting.
the board agreed to continue its strong commitment of calfhood vaccination, as well as to investigate the greater use
of adult vaccination.
Board chairman,
Agriculture Commissioner Alben W. Barkley
II, reported that at a recent meeting of the
Southern Association of
State Departments of
Agriculture, he had talked to commissioners
from other states struggling with the brucellosis
problem. He proposed
that the board make a
formal request for information on the programs in those states.
"We need to think in
terms of moving our cattle through normal trade
channels," Barkley said.

The Commodity Markets Are An
Investment Medium For The '80s
During the past 12 years commodity markets
in the United States have witnessed an explosion
of public interest.
The volume of contracts traded has risen from
14 million in 1970 to over 98.5 million in 1981.
Today the term "commodities" embraces not
only the more traditional grain and livestock
markets, but foreign currencies, financial instruments ; interest rates), precious metals and
energy resources.
Commodity trading offers investors an opportunity to diversity portfolios by entering a
unique market — a market of the '80s.
Heinold knows the commodity markets shouldn't you know Heinold?
For information call or write:
Klint Kelley
HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC
Mayfield Shopping Center
Box 308
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
502-247-0673
1-800-592-3488
Get The Heinold Perspective

Southern States

Treatment and Chemicals
For Postemergence
Control On Soybeans
Tobacco Sucker Control
Oil In Stock Call 753-0182
753-1423

Main Store
Murray, Ky.

For Bulk Fertilizer
Industrial Rd.

"That means we have to
have a program consistent with that in other
states in order to continue
selling."
Dr. Ellwood Brown, a
veternarian from Murray, proposed that the request be widenes to mclude those states which
have already eradicated
brucellosis."We ought to
see how they did
it,' Brown said.
The board also addressed another problem
plaguing farmers:
bankruptcy of grain
storage facilities,
CommissionerBarkley
said that one approach
the Department of
Agriculture has taken to
the problem is to inform
farmers of the terms of
deferred pricing. He said
farmers are of ten
unaware that under
deferred pricing they lose
title to their grain and are
unsecure creditors of the
facility,
-That means," he said,
i"that the farmers are the
last to be paid in
bankruptcy cases — if
there is any money left
after secured creditors
receive their share."

Barkley said legislation
supported by the department in the last session
now requires uniform
contracts when defferred
pricing is used and requires that the terms of
deferred pricing be prorninently desplayed in the
contract.
Also, Barkley said, the
department plans to post
large signs in the grain
facilities to alert farmers
to the terms of deferred
pricing.
In other action, the
board voted to support a
proposed program of
mandatory land retirement if aproved by a national farmers' referendum. Board member
John May, a farmer from
Tolu, pointed out that the
plan would combat the
grain farmer's greatest
problem-overproduction.
Under this plan there is
no payument for the set
aside. The reward is
higher prices in the
market, he said.
Board members
generally agreed that
while some details of the
plan need to be refined, it
is a significant step
toward helping farmers

$375

Scratch

50 lb.

Cracked Corn

50 lb.

Laying Mash

50 lb

Chick Grower

50 lb $47 5

$175
‘,0

Bulk Feed Available

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.
Industrial Rd.
AI II II 111.111.1%11m11

JOHN DEERE SUPER TRACTOR SAVINGS
EXTENDED INTO JULY
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At its next meeting, the
board will hear from experts on milk pricing
orders and agricultural
lending institutions. It
will also discuss the
possibility of changes in
the national sales rules to
permit the sale of embryo

The University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture AllCommodity Field Day offers farmers and other
visitors a chance to view
on-going research in
crops, livestock and horticulture.
The field day will be
Thursday at the West
Kentucky Research and
Education Center located
on Highway 91 south of
Princeton.
Eleven commodity
tours will present
research findings in
tobacco, grain crops,
forage crops, horticulture, beef cattle,
swine, pest control and
soils.
An overview tour also
will be offered, for the
first time this year, to
provide a general look at
the research and Extension programs conducted
at the West Kentucky
Research and Education
Center.
Another new feature of
this year's field day will
be educational booths and
displays to provide more
information about UK
College of Agriculture
programs and about nonprofit commodity
organizations in Kentucky. UK staff members
and organization
representatives will bean
hand to answer questions.
Computers will take a
place at the field day in
the UK ag college
display. UK specialists
will demonstrate computer programs, which
are available through the
Cooperative Extension
Service for use in farm
and home management
and 4--H activities. The

sizzlirt4-1-7"-%sumnter
6LIQD gEOG
Benlamin

EXTERIOR

PAINTS

Standard Colors

Moore

$

VINYL

1

transplant calves in sire and dam meet the reutero.
quirements, whether or
not the cow atually carryRecipient cows cannot ing the calf can do so.
meet the national sales
Brown said many sales
requirement, Dr. Brown across the country are
said, although the donor changing their rules to
cow could. Brown said he accomodate new
would like the rules technology. "Selling by
changed to permit the transplant is the way it's
sale of any calf whose being done," he said.

U K field day offers farmers
chance to sew crop studies

•

••

SAVE $1,300...$3,600
...UP TO $12,200*

help themselves

99

programs deal with such
topics as fertilizer recommendations, livestock
nutrition, integrated pest
management, commodity marketing, vegetable
gardening planning and
energy.
The keynote speaker
for the field day will be
Dr. Charles E. Barnhart,
dean of the UK College of
Agriculture, who will
discuss the College's role
in serving agriculture in
the 80's.
Field day registration
will begin at 8 a.m, with
the first tours to start at 9
a.m. Each tour will last
approximately one hour
and 15 minutes, and
visitors will be able to
take more than one tour.
The grain tours will
present information on
economic thresholds for
corn pests, soybean row
spacing, soybean
varieties, irrigation of
corn and soybeans, high
yield wheat, legumes as
cover crops for no-till
corn,and grain drying using a crop residue burner.
Topics for the two weed
control tours include controlling johnsongrass in
corn and soybeans, herbicide evaluation, and

weed control in no-till
double-cropping of
sorghum or wheat.
On the forage tour, UK
specialists will discuss
management, varieties
and no-till establishment
of alfalfa, and tall fescue
research.
Mechanical tobacco
harvesting and housing
aids will be featured in
the tobacco tour, along
with presentations on
dark and burley variety
trials and tobacco
herbicides.
Horticulture tour topics
will be small fruit production, orchard pest control, horticulture crops
diseases, potato and
tomato production and
ornamentals fertility
research.
The beef tour will take
visitors to both grazing
plots and the steer barn
for information on fescue
grazing, cow herd productivity, sulfer supplementation for calves
and performance of
preconditioned calves.
The swine tour will
discuss swine rations,
boar fertility, environmental management for nursery pigs and
evaporative cooling to
eliminate swine stress.

Shows begin at county fair
The Division of Shows
and Fairs in the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture will begin its
annual series of District
4-H and FFA Dairy
Shows today in Murray at
the Murray-Calloway
County Fairgrounds.
The shows, sponsored
in cooperation with the
Division of Agriculture
Education and the
University of Kentucky
Extension Service, will
feature 4-H and FFA
youths exhibiting their
animals in competition
for some $15,000 in
premiums and awards.
The District 4-H and
FFA Dairy Shows are
designed to stimulate interest in dairying and
promote the advancement of rural youth. They
assist many boys and
girls in evaluating their
livestock as a Dart of the

continuing education program conducted by
agricultural extension
agents and vocational
agriculture instructors.
Nine classes comprise
each show, in addition to
a showmanship class.
The showmanship class is
divided into two divisions, Junior and Senior,
in both 4-H and FFA.
Judging this year's
competition will be
Claude B. Newman, Jr.,
Philpot, & Dr. Roger
Hemken, University of
Kentucky, Lexington,
Kentucky.
Other shows will be in
Bowling Green, July 13,
Western Kentucky
University Farm; Columbia, July 14, Adair County
Fairgrounds;
Shelbyville, July 15,
Shelby County
Fairgrounds.

Gal.

In Stock

taper savings on a
hl resale value
tractor are your
rewards It you buy
your sow John Deere
during July

But if you choose to take the waiver of
finance charges until January 1. 1983
you'll still collect from 8900 to 88,200
in John Deere money Hurry, this offer
may be withdrawn at any time during
this July extension
SUPER TRACTOR
SAVINGS elm
CASH PVISCHASE
LEASING WITH
CPEEPW OW FNIANCWO
WITH DEERE
WITHOUT WANEW

BONUS WITH
WAIVER OF
FINANCE
CHARGE

$12,200
$ 9.700
$ 6.300
$ 7.400
$ 6.300
$ 5.600
$ 5200.
S 4200,
S 3,600
3,400
$ 2,600

$8.200
1,8 403
$5,700
54.500
$4,000
$3.800
53.400
$2,600
$2,300
82,200
$1,800

$ 2.200
Tractor Savings ace yours If
you pay cash for your new tractor...
$ 2,000
Nwiese from Deere...Or.
finance with
$ 1,800
Deere (without waiver) John Deers
1,600
lease and finance plans are subiect
1 1,300
to approved credit
"Sound-Garcr body

$1,400

You can still save a bundle dunng the
July extension of John Deere's Super
Tractor Savings offer
Just choose any of the 15 new John
Deere tractors listed here, from 40-hp
to 300-hp and you'll qualify for Super
Tractor Savings from $1,300 up to
$12,200 in John Deere money a
bonus over and above our good deal
on your purchase price

*Super

TRACTOO
YODEL

8850
8650
8450
6640
6440
4640
4640
4440
4240
4040
2940
wroSGB•'
2940
wrSGB"
2640
2440
2240
2040

11.300
11.200
11.100
900

$399

'
,Nab dr•

•'

sq. yd. & up

CARPET
$599

111
LVEX NOUSE PRIII

sq. yd. L up

VI(nviL

INTERIOR
Standard Colors
VOL PRO FLAT

LATEX

FARM CENTER OF
MURRAY

Hwy. 641

South

AUTHORIZED SALES-SERVICE -PARTS

°I1

r.1-01_4400)

99
Gal

In S Gal. Buckets Only

Nei

"In unix no
$699 Gel.

t.(11/

Floor Covering
1210W. Main

Plan for
profit
financing.
PART OF OUR PHILOSOPHY AS A LENDER.
Its a big port of our philosophy as a lender.

We're

Hie Produc tion

Carrico Paint at
759-4440

,0

Murray, Ky.

Credit Associetiors - WOCiallists hi
agriculture credit Our Plan for profit finarocing is
really on iernbrellsetiserne for error& differentt financing pions offered by PCA. A PCA financing plow is
tailored to the best interests of our customers - borrowing money to mak* irioney!
Our PCA loon officers 'know and understood the
special financial needs of today's ogricellhee. They
wori with you to help nook* yew goals•reality.
PCA.
offering Si.. Snaking pions you need to
make a profit

Aoriceltere's
leasliese Noud
let's WM'

We're

La

Jackson Purchase PCA
441 Mort&
753-5.02
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Singer's son killed
in rodeo bull contest THE ACES' BoBBy

IT

WOLFF

LAWRENCEBURG,
Tenn. (API — The son of
country music singer
Helen Cornelius was killed during a weekend
rodeo when he was
thrown from a bull, police
said.
Joseph Cornelius, 20, of
Columbia died Saturday
of a punctured artery to
the heart when he was
thrown about six feet into
the air, hooked by one of
the bull's horns, then
trampled, police saik
"The bull just threw
him and hooked him like
a rag doll," said Louis
Cornelius, the victim's
father. "Then after he
tossed him in the air and
hooked him, the bull
stomped on him in a kind
of grinding motion."
The incident occurred
during the final competition of the two-day rodeo
at Rotary Park in

Lawrenceburg. Tenn
About 5,000 people attendWhen a friend asks,
NORTH
7-12-A
ed the show
there is no tomorrow '
•Q7
Cornelius said his son. George Herbert
.kJ 5
*10 9 172
a construction worker in
•Q7
Franklin, Ky., "was a
WEST
EAST
boy who loved life and lik•J 9 4
•A I 6 5
ed to play cowboy."
•
iii
86
• 2
One should strive to give
•6 5 4
MLS3 Cornelius had just to one's enemies that which • J 3
•J8 4
•K 9 6 3
returned to her Brent- they're due to get anyway
wood home from a road And quite often, it's better
SOUTH
trip when she learned of to give today than to wait
•K 10
for tomorrow
•A Q7 3
the accident
•A Q
Declarer wins the first
Services are scheduled heart in
•A 10 5 2
dummy and the
for Tuesday at 10 a.m, in best chance
lies in scoring
the Williamson Memorial three or four diamond
Vulnerable Both Dealer
Funeral Home in tricks How should declarer South The bidding
Franklin, Tenn.
play the suit'
South
West
North E.ast
Pass
i•
Pass
Survivors in addition to If he takes an immediate 2lasNT
Pass
3 NT
All
his father and mother in- diamond finesse, West wins
pass
clude a sister, Christy and leads a second heart
Declarer wins, the diamond
Cornelius, Brentwood; a ace
Opening lead Heart 10
fails to drop the jack
brother, Dennis Cor- and now
dummy is short of
nelius, Brentwood; entries to bring
ing
finesses Sometimes it's
in the
better to do without
grandparents, Alberta diamonds
Sughru, Hannibal, Mo. A better way to assure
Bid with The Aces
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. three diamond winners is to
Johnson, Hannibal, Mo. refuse the finesse on the
South holds 7-12-B
first lead of the suit. Instead
of winning the first heart in
4. A 8 6 5
dummy to play the
•1 2
•6 5 1
diamonds, declarer wins in
•K 9 6 3
hand and plays the ace and
queen of diamonds_ This
Johnny Miller, former- product publicity and maneuver
saves two heart North Swath
ly with the office of In- press relations.
entries to dummy and l•
24
formation and Public Serknocks out West's king of 2 NT
^
Miller is the son of the diamonds.
vices at Murray State
University has recently late John Miller of The second heart is won
accepted a position with Princeton and Mrs. in dummy and West gets his ANSWER:Three spades.
the Kentucky Fried Juanita Paul of Floris- second diamond trick. The Shows a minimum intitial
Chicken Corp. as sant, Mo. His grand- difference now is that a response and not much
manager-press relations. mother, Mrs. Thelma heart entry remains in dum- interest in game contracts.
Miller, who prior to Newson still resides in my and declarer scores one
spade, four hearts, three Send bridge questions to The Aces,
joining Murray State was Princeton.
P0 Box 12363 Dallas Tecas 75225,
diamonds and one club.
a staff writer with The
with self -addressed stamped envelope
The Caldwell County
Paducah Sun, will be in High School graduate Think about those tempt- for reply
charge of heading up recently completed his
special events sponsored master of communicaby the public affairs tions degree at Murray
department as well as State University.
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Eight die in traffic accidents
By The Associated Press
Traffic accidents in
Kentucky over the
weekend killed eight people, according to state
police, including two
Nelson countians who
died in separate accidents.
The deaths raised the
state's 1982 highway
death toll to 389, compared to 427 through July
11, 1982.
Joseph Pettit, 22, of
Bardstown, died early
Saturday when the car in
which he was a passenger
ran off Kentucky 49 and
overturned about three
miles south of Bardstown, officers said. The
driver, James Muncy, 21,
of Bardstown, and three
passengers were
hospitalized.
Buddy Garland Berry,
13, of Bardstown, died
Friday night when he was
hit by a car on U.S. 31E
near Bardstown. No
charges were filed.
Debrah Ann Clos, 15, of
Augusta was injured at 9
p.m. Friday when the car
in which she was riding
left Kentucky 19 about 2L2

miles south of Augusta in
Barren County, officers
said. She died two hours
later at a local hospital.
Chrystal Dawn Green,
15, of Glasgow, was killed
at about 1:30 a.m. Sunday, when the car in
which she was a
passenger crashed just
north of Glasgow, police
said.
A car driven by Ronald
Lawson, 19, of Glasgow,
was traveling north on
U.S. 31E when it ran off
the right shoulder of the
road, slid back across the
highway and struck a
rock wall on the left side
of the road, police said.
The accident took place
about 500 feet north of the
Glasgow city limits,
police said. The victim

was pronounced dead at
the scene.
Margie Logan, 18. of
Shelbyville, was killed
early Saturday morning
when she was struck by a
car on Kentucky 55 some
2 42 miles south of
Shelbyville. State Police
said the car in which she
and a friend had been
riding overturned in a
ditch. The Logan woman
went to a nearby house to
summon help and was
struck and killed while
returning to the accident
scene.
The companion, Linda
Reynolds, 23, of
Shelbyville, was reported
in satisfactory condition
at University Hospital.
The driver of the car that
struck the victim was not

charged
Jaoqueline G. Clark, 20,
of McKee in Jackson
County, died Friday night
when her car ran off Kentucky 89 near McKee and
struck a pile of logs
Gary D. Bennett, 32, of
Russell Springs, died Friday night when his car
collided with another
vehicle about a mile west
of Russell Springs on
Kentucky 80.
Charles English, 19, of
Centertown, was killed
early Saturday when the
car in which he was a
passenger went out of
control and struck an embankment at the intersection of U.S. 69 and a coalhaul road about three
miles west of Hartford,
according to state police.
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EGG SHELLS
When placing tomato
plants in the garden,
crushed egg shells in
each planting hole wIl
add lime, a nutrient, to
the soil.
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Tasty Time & Energy Savers

Hospital lists patients

Adults 106
Nursery 3
07-04-82
Newborn Admissions
Debbie Webb and Baby
Girl, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.
Martha Leet and baby
boy, 1203 Doran Rd.
Dismissals

..ef tour will take
to both grazing
d the steer barn
mation on fescue
cow herd proy, sulfer supation for calves
irformance of
itioned calves.
;wine tour will
swine rations,
fertility, enental managenursery pigs and
live cooling to
e swine stress.

Kathy F. Coles and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Donna K
Long, D-25 Mur-Cal
Apts., Tracy G.
Pendergrass, Rt. 2, Gertrude Pace, Rt. 2, Kurt J.
Keeslar, Rt. 1, Almo,
Bessie C. Hamlett, Fern
Terrace Lodge.

Beef Patties

$2086

14 Lb. Box

61..,x,fios‘e!:;0
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Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

759
20 lb. $ 1

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

Peas

20 lb. $ 1 533

q

Frosty Acres

Three suspects sought Crowder Peas

404‘6'4.0s
. vi0

$ 1 368
20 lb.

Frosty Acres

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(API
"="A search was under'eastern Kentucky
over the weekend for
three suspects, wanted
for the slayings of a rural
Salyersville man and his
son,state police said.
Ben Patrick, 70, and his
son Crit A. Patrick, 26,
were found shot to death
shortly after 10 p.m.

ity fair

ig education pro.:onducted by
;Ira] extension
and vocational
re instructors.
lasses comprise
w, in addition to
manship class.
rmanship class is
into two divitnior and Senior,
H and FFA.

Saturday at a residence
in Elsie, about seven
miles south of
Salyersville in Magoffin
County. Each victim had
suffered one gunshot
wound from an undetermined type of firearm,
police said.
The victims were
declared dead at the
scene.

Butter Peas

ag this year's
ition will be
3. Newman, Jr.,
& Dr. Roger
, University of
;y, Lexington,

Hamlin, 30, was found
shortly after the accident. Hamlin was the
prinicpal of Harlan
Elementary School.
The two men had been
fishing when their boat
capsized.
Francis' body,
recovered Sunday morning, was taken to a mortuary in Maynardville
where it was identified by,
family members.

20 lb. $ 1 533
,
.

Frosty Acres Speckled

Butter Beans

Okra

20 lb.

Frosty Acres White

Potatoes

‘04*

$161°

20 lb.
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$2"

Choice Sides OfBee
225 To 300 Lbs.

OM &Wrapped Free

$1
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39

lb.
Phone Your Orders in
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'
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GIBSON.6...HAM CO.
733 /60/
11041113;7:005:80 ollim. Fn.

W. Aceet Feed
Stev114

''Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray .

\t$

fc4fee

Wholesale & Retail Meat
!(17 S. int St
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12-121,2 lb. boxes$2299

Frosty Acres Breaded

Body of Francis found
MAYNARDVILLE,
Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee
authorites have
recovered the body of
George Francis,
superintendent of Harlan
Independent Schools,
from Norris Lake.
Francis, 48, had been
missing since June 30
after a boating accident
on the lake near
Maynardville, Tennessee. The body of Gary
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MONDAY,JULY 12
District Dairy Show — 4-11 A FFA
5:00 p.m — 444 Rabbit Show
6:30 p.m. — Official Opening
7,00 p.m. — WO* Miss Pogeont
TUESDAY,JULY 13
6:00 p.m. — Holstein& Fnesian Show
7:00 p.m. — Demo Derby
WEDNESDAY,JULY 14
6,00 p.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
•
Family Night
1:00 p.m. — Old Time Fiddlers Contest
THURSDAY,JULY 15
100 p.m. — Kiddies Day
6:00p.m. — 441 A FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m. — Dune Buggy Sand Drags
730 p.m. —,Country Beat — Ground
FRIDAY,JULY 16
500 p.m. — 4-H Horse Show
7,00
— Horse Show
SATURDAY,JULY 17
8:00 — Horse Mule Pull
10:00 csm - Form Bureau Day
7:00 p.m. - Three Wheel St.'s:ft Frock Roca
7:30 p m. — Gospel Music Show — Jaycee Bldg.

Attaches Easily to Any TV!

16K Color Computer
With Standard BASIC

teinecilb,britiono

39995
*That's $98
Less Than
Last Year's
Equivalent

PRizea

1,1111051511-111211MINISMIII=1
010121311111111;111101111111MIKI
EIMIIIIIIICISCONIGI al a mg s

moo on up cm ca

•16,000 Character Memory

•Uses Instant-Loading Program Paks
For Games and Personal Uses
•Learn BASIC Programming With Our
Entertaining 308-Page Tutorial Manual
•Create Your Own Graphics With Vivid
Colors and Exciting Sound Effects

NB Si un

New Low Prices! Cash in on
These Program Pak- Savings!
•Challenge Your Computer at Chess
Was $39.95. Now — $34.95
•Dino Wars. Was $39.95. Now —$29.95
• Hit the Downhill Slopes With Skiing
—Was $39.95. Now — $29.95
•Backgammon. Was $29.95.
Now—S19.95

14•4•14. 4944 ow ••••••••• 409 •• 94 11 19 Om 44914.94
449440•94 4.1911.9 1149499094. 149•9994.99
9494•9049.9
4•4149 •• 49 Niro

Sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County JAYCEES

PCA

Radio ihaek

JULY 12-17 1982

A DIVISION Of TANOY CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INCTIVIOUAL.STORES AND DEALERS
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McEnroe survives longest match

Staggered U.S. wins Davis Cup
By BOB GFtEENE
AP Sports Writers
ST. LOUIS( AP ) — The
United States staggered a
bit before continuing on
its way toward retaining
its Davis Cup title.
It was John McEnroe,
withstanding a recordbreaking effort by the
leader of the young
Swedish team, who paced
the Americans into the
semifinals of the international tennis competition.
For McEnroe and the
U.S., it was not an easy
task.
"It :the match)
became an emotional
thing at the end because
it was so long and I really
wanted to win," McEnroe
said Sunday after he
outlasted Sweden's Mats
Wilander 9-7, 6-2, 15-17, 36, 8-6.
McEnroe and Wilander
met in the fifth and final
match of the quarterfinal
round with the score tied
2-2. And it took a recordbreaking 6 hours, 32
minutes for the lefthander from New York to
overcome the brillant
shot-making youngster.

"It was the longest
match I've played and I
can tell you for a fact that
my body's not feeling
very good," McEnroe
said afterward.
The third set was the
second longest in U.S.
Davis Cup history, bettering only the 34-game
marathon in which Dennis Ralton defeated lyo
Pimental of Venezuela 1816 in 1963. The match was
the seventh longest Davis
Cup men's singles match
in number of games
played by a U.S. Davis
Cup squad, and in time it
was the longest since the
challenge round format
was dropped in 1972.
"Davis Cup fifth matches in the fifth set is
what tennis is all about,'
said Arthur Ashe, captain
of the American squad.
Ashe said the McEnroeWilander encounter was
one of the best five matches he has seen. "Of
course, since John and
Bjorn :Borg of Sweden)
starting playing, they've
started pushing out other
matches that were in my
mind."

The U.S.'a semifinal
foe, Australia, advanced
by eliminating Chile. In
the other semifinal,
which will be held in October, France will take on
New Zealand.
France upset
Czechoslovakia, while
New Zealand ousted Italy.
Australia advanced to
the semifinals with a 4-1
quarterfinal victory over
Chile. The series was
clinched Saturday with a
doubles victory by
Wimbledon champ Peter

McNamara and Paul
McNamee.
Yannick Noah rallied to
beat Ivan Lencll Sunday
to give France a surprising quarterfinal victory
over Czechoslyakia at
Paris. Noah trailed two
sets to one before coming
back to win 6-2, 3-6, 7-9. 63, 6-4 in a match that
lasted three hours, 58
minutes.
France ended up with a
3-2 victory when Thierry
Tulasne, made ill by the
heat, defaulted his match
with Tomas Smid.

Babe Ruth All-Stars lose,
still have one more shot

Warren County in the
BABE RUTH
championship, Tuesday.
ALL-STARS
Tonight's winner would
In a battle of the
undefeated tournament have to beat Warren
teams, Murray's 13-year- County twice to win the
old Babe Ruth All-Stars 13-year-old tourney
came up shorthanded. crown.
Sunday's game was
Warren County,
undefeated in the double- "well-pitched" by Murelimination playoff, re- ray's Greg Futrell, who
mained unbeaten with a walked only two, fanned
6-5 victory, Sunday at three and gave up five
hits in seven innings.
Bowling Green.
Murray collected seven
Murray coach Cary
total
hits — two each by
Miller emphasized, -It's
a long way to Bowling Chuck Baker, one a douGreen," and he didn't ble, and Greg Futrell.
have to mention the trip Jody Burkeen had an RBI
home was even longer double, Chris Padgett
and John McMillen had
after the loss.
"We just made too one hit apiece.
"We'd like one more
many errors (six total)
and we didn't get the key shot at beating Warren
hit late in the ballgame. County, but we've got to
We had the game under win tonight first," Miller
New-town dilemmas fade after a
WELCOME WAGON call
control at one time, but said.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
SR BABE RUTH
we made some mistakes
the
most
of
you
make
to
help
my
toft
is
Two pitchers hurled
like you sometimes do in
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
those situations," Miller their best ballgames of
Community opportunities special attracthe season for Murray's
said.
tions. Lots of bps to save you time and
Tonight the Murrayans Senior Babe Huth squad,
money.
receive one more op- Holland Drugs, Saturday.
Pius a basket of gilts for your family
portunity to survive the However, one won and
I'll be listening tor your call.
loser's bracket by playk the other only came close
-trig''the -Winner of -tlitr— in a split doubleheader at
Hopkins vil le-Bo w ling Jackson, Tenn.
Mary
Ingeborg
King
''''''' • • • '•
Jeff Downey, 16-yearGreen game (played late
Hamilton
753-3079
Outland
Kathryn
Asst.
Asst.
Sunday night). The victor old, completed his third
Hostess
492-8348
753-5570
of tonight's game at 7 game in three starts and
p.m. advances against won his fourth game of

Getting
settled
made
simple.
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ELMIRA

BAKER 411
Yes. I'd like to have my name on the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Member Card. Please send me details and an application.
Individual

Family

Student

Medicare.Supplement

Name
Address
City

Chris Lewis put New
Zealand in the Davis Cu;
semis by downing Italy Adriano Panetta 6-4, 6-3,
6-2 in the quarterfinal
clincher. The final score
of the best-of-five was 3-2,
as Corrado Barazzutti
stopped Bruce Dentin 6-2,
6-3 in the meaningless
final match.
The France-New
Zealand semifinal will be
played in Paris Oct. 1-3.
In European Zone B
semifinal play, Hungary
beat Israel and Denmark
ousted Egypt.

State

Zip

Telephone Number
Mail to: Enrollment Division
9901 Linn Station Rd., Louisville, KY 40223
E CITY

the season, beating the
Post 90 American Legion
squad, 7-6. Downey gave
up 10 hits altogether, but
six hits and five of the
runs came in the last inning.
He struckout six, walked only three before relinquishing a three-run
homer in the seventh to
make the final score appear closer than the
game actually was. A
timely two-run single by
centerfielder Tom
Schwettman plus a
homer and a single by
catcher Wade Smith kept
the American Legion
defense off balance.
The second garne saw
Dave Milton throw his
best game of the year, but
early runs gave the home
towners a 5-3 decision.
Milton gave up three
walks and a three-run
homer in the opening
frame before settling
down to six innings of
shutout ball.
Milton issued eight
walks, and five hits but
struckout eight in the losing effort. Milton,
Downey, Wade Smith and
Ronnie Pace each hit
safely in the second contest for Holland Drugs.
GIRLS'SOFTBALL
A 15-4 victory over the
Stars, Friday, helped the
upper division Aces remain tied for the league
lead with a 7-1 record.
Cathy Williams hit a
homer for the victors and
teammates Connie Spann
13B, 2B1, Cindy Spann
(3B) and Sherri Swift 22B1 contributed to the
triumph.
Laurie Williams led the
Stars with a pair of
doubles.
In lower division play,
also on Friday, the Aces
defeated the Cougars, 159. Aces' homers came
from Angela Woods and
Shawn Griffin, who also
tagged a triple.
Jennifer Fairbanks and
Laney Howell hit homers
for the Cougars, Howell
also hitting a triple.
In Friday's final game
the Cards thrashed the
Nats, 18-5. Amy Wallace
and Julie Kirchoff hit
homers for the Cards and
Angie McGinnis hit a triContinued on page 9

Carry the card
that's recognized
wherever you go.
Carry the Blue Cross and Blue Shield membership card. It can get you In and out of member
hospitals and physicians offices throughout the
country—without delay.
'It can free you from time consuming paperwork—because we do most of it for you

What's more, it can give you the peace of mind
of knowing you're covered by the health care
plans all others are measured against.
If you're not carrying the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield membership card, don't wait any longer.
Clip, fill out and mail the coupon today.

DOWN TO
EARTH
With a CASE tiller al
a down to earth
price.
• Spring tilling
• Summer cultivating
A Case tiller gets
down to earth. Get a
tough Case.
RETAIL
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Blue CrOSS
Blue Shield
Delta Dental

Your professionals
in health care financing
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SPEEDY LADIES — Above) Murray's Mary Jo Simmons breezed to a win
in the girls' 14-and-under individual medley race in Saturday's dual meet with
Marion. (Below) Another Murray-Calloway Swim Team member, Gaya
Trimble, finished ahead of the pack in the girls' 8-and-under IM race and was
congratulated by coach Laurie Martin (white shorts).
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Local swimmers prepare
for Rotary Invitation meet
As a warm-up for
Saturday's Rotary Invitational swim meet at the
Murray city pool, the
Murray-Calloway Swim
Team dominated visiting
Marion, 460-182, in a
weekend home meet.
M-CST coach Laurie
Martin said the meet was
held to give "everybody a
chance to swim."
Marion, a relatively new
swim club, was obviously
the underdog against the
experienced locals.
However, according to
M-CST representative
Jackie Town, Saturday's
Rotary Invitational will
be a different matter
altogether. "We'll have
some stiff competition
and we're hoping to win it
all this year," she said.
"Hopkinsville will be
here (Saturday, beginning at 8:30 a.m.) and they
always give us a run-forour-money."
Top M-CST competitors
in each of Saturday's
events included:
et's I s, Under lied* Raley - Manch
McClure. Helen Garrard., Gaya Trimble,
Kara Armstrong , bra
Boys I & Urder Medley Raley - Peter
Johnson, Sean Malinausla. Steven
Gresham, Eric Hsffenegger first
Girls 111 a Under Medley Relay Stephanie Sammons. Jennder Parker. Amy.
NAM,Beth W11•011. flat
Boys II & Feder Werlery Reiff - Jon
Wilson, Mark Simmons. Jonathan
Gresham Dose Payne. first
Rally Brown, Allen Reyhem, Cathy
IFUlliema, Megan Cassock,first
Boys 12 /I Fads Illedkry Relay - Dud
Gibson, Michael Hopkins Eric Easley, Jun.
iroyTnipy first
Girls 14 & Under Medley Relay - Tammy
Wagner. Clara Walston Mary. Jo Sum
meal. Leslie Frankish first
Boys MIS Malley Raley - Robbie Marquardt. Sean Terry Robbie Marquardt.
Seen Terry Robbie Perrin Robert

kwudack

Hooka..first
Girls I-Under Frveatyle - Kara Armstrong. first
Boys 14 k Under Medley Relay - Jimmy
Tnpp. Sean Terry . Eric Easley, Robert
Hopkins, second
Boys I-II Freatyle - Steven Gresham.
first
Giris I & Under Freestyle - Month
Mahmusltas. first
Boys 6 & Under Freestyle - Caleb
Johnson. first
Gies le & Urgler Freestyle - Beth
Mason, first
Guls 12 & Under Freestyle - Megan Cap.
pock. mead
Goa 11 4 Under Freestyle - Lesbe
Franklin first
Girls IS-18 Freestyle - Kelly Thomas.
first
Gut. 1 a Under Backstroke - J
Margery., first
Girls 14 St Under Backatroke - Jennifer
Parker, second
Girls! I & Under Backstroke- Mands
McClure. first
Boys 10 Under Freestyle
Jonathan
Greaarn.first
Boy. 11 4 Under Freestyle - Michael
Hopkins. fit-al
Boys 4 & Under Freestyle - Rotort
Hopkins. first
Boy. ISA Prostyle - Robbie PerrIn.
first
Boys I & Under Backetroke - Peter
Johnson, first
Boys ii & Under Backstroke - Allen
Rayburn & Bnan Shell, bed for fit-al
Soya a & Under Backstroke - Britton
Trunbk. first
Girl 12 & Under Barketroke - Cathy
Williams, hrst
Girls 11 le Under Backstroke - Tammy
Wagner first
Girls 11.111 Backstroke - Kelly Thomas.
first
Girk•I& Under EM.- Gaya Trimble. bra
Girls HO k Under iii - Beth Wilson. second
Girl 1S& Under 11.- Jennifer Rayburn,
first
Gtra LI k Under 111- Mary Jo Simmons,
hrst
Boys II & Under Backstroke - Jimmy
Trspp. second
Boys 14 & Under Backstroke - Sean
Terry second
Boa 13-111 Backstroke - Robbie Mar
aardt, tiro
Boy. II Under 111 - Eon Stflenegger.
second
Boys II,
- Chad Gibson. third
Boys a & Ueda IM - Robert Hopkins.
first
Girls Li-ills. - Kelly llsomas. first
Girls I 4 Under Breadstroka - Gaya
Tnrnbie , Finn
GUM II & Under Elsaaatstreke - Amy
Burton fsnit
.-

Girt. 12 I Under Breaststroke - Megan
Capp, first
Giza & Under Breastarcase - Cherie
Walston. first
Girls 13-111 Breaststroke - Whitney
Taylor. first
Guts i a Under Fly - Helen Gar.
natation, first
Girls I it Under Breastatroke - Massa
McClure. ftrst
Boys 15-1111M - Robbie Perrm, first
Boys 11 & Under Breaststroke - Steven
Gresham. first
Boys 3 4 Under Breastetrehe - Stereo
Gresham.first
Boys 10 & Uncle Breastebake - Mark
Simmons.first
Bees IT & Usder Breaststroke - Eric
Easley. first
Boys 14 & Under Breaantroke - Sean
Terry, first
Boys IS-1S Breaststroke - Robbie Marquardt, first
Boys I It Under Fly - Peter Johnson
first
Boys 1
Under Breaststroke - Caleb
Johnson. first
Girls 10 & Under Fly - Beth Wilson. second
G1/1/ IS& Under Fly - Ion Payne. first
Girls to a Under fly - Tammy Wagner,
second
Girls 13-1. Fly - Kelly'Manus. first
Boy.ills Under Fly-Dons Payne. first
Boys 12 & Under Fly - Michael Hopkins.
third
Boys I4 & Under Fly - Robert Hopluns.
.mood
Boys ISIS Fly - Robbie Perrin, first
Bea I & Under Frertyle Relay - Sean
Ma lhaussa s Fri Niffenegger, Pip
Johnson Steen iresharn , horal
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Wilson .1 ennsfer Parker Stephanie Sammons Amy Rona first
Boys IDS Under Freed* Bailey - Mark
Simmons J
fisor, Doug Pant-.,
Jonathan Gresham, first
Gals II & Under Free Relay - Holly
Brown, Jennder Rayburn, Megan Carpal,
Cathy Wilhams, first
Berl & Under Free Relay - Jimmy
Tnpp, Clad Gibson Michael Hopkins, Frsc
Easley.first
Girl. 11 & Under Free Relay - Claris
WaLata.,. Tamen, Wagner. Mary Jo Simmons. Leslie Fmaid)n.focal
Bey. 11 le Ueda. Free Relay - Sean
Terry. Eric Eagles . Jimmy Tripp Robert
Hopkins. first
Girk 13-11 Free Relay - Kelly Thomas,
Lie Marquardt, Wleney Taylor, Megan
Cappock, toil.
Boy. 11-11 Free Relay - Robbie Mar.
aura. Robert Hopkins Sean Terry. Rob.
hie Perrin, first
.,

CCHS football physicals,
kickoff meeting announced,
board of directors elected

BEFORE

All Calloway County
High School football
players in grades 9-12
must attend the team
physical examination,
Thursday at the school
cafeteria.
The requirement was
announced today by
CCHS head coach Sam
•
.Harp who also said footNtIO tee* trIellsest MI Ole Ake Neese am ball equipment
would be
kekses1lateaka Bibs prat SAM /M111 NANCE
following the
Mai
eeld aft arm* aunt Moe issued
WWI
11111111111:1111 rempinell sae WI physicals which start at 4
data. by Mi UM owl imsk nave ail
leessenee age sal cab At Wm kW sal dna p.m.
dem
Is mama bee edam erre
Friday the CCHS footIRIS
Slo IPS tios
Ise IA
ball kickoff will be

highlighted by a
watermelon feast, sponsored by the Laker
Booster Club, at 5 p.m.
All Laker football supporters, players and
parents are invited to the
event at the high school.
At a meeting Sunday
six people were elected to
the CCHS booster club's
board of directors -- Pat
Paschall, Paul Wayne
Garrison, Jeanette Storey, Sharon Brown,
Charles Duncan and
Floyd Dawson,
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Carew out for All-Star game, replaced by Thornton
MONTREAL )AP) —
Major League baseball
approached its 1982 AllStar Game, scheduled
Tuesday night, in a much
more upbeat frame of
mind than it was for last
season's contest.
A year ago, the sport
had just come through a
tumultuous seven-week
strike which deprived
fans of the summer game
for most of June and July.
The All-Star contest was
one of the games postponed by the strike — 714
others were canceled
over the course of the 50day walkout.
When the labor dispute
ended, baseball returned
with the rescheduled AllStar Game in Cleveland
Stadium, played Aug. 9 —
the latest date for this
contest in baseball
history.
Catcher Gary Carter of
Montreal drilled a pair of

home runs and captured
the Most Valuable Player
award as the Nationals
won 5-4 for their 10th consecutive victory. That extended the NL's overall
margin to 33-18 with one
game ending in a tie.
Carter led all players in
this year's computerized
fan balloting sponsored
by Gillette, receiving
2,785,407 votes. Joining
him in the NL's starting
lineup are Expo teammates Andre Dawson and
Tim Raines in the outfield
along with Dale Murphy
of Atlanta.
Cincinnati's Dave Comcepcion will be at shortstop with three
Philadelphia Phillies —
Pete Rose at first base,
Manny Trillo at second,
and Mike Schmidt at
third — colnpleting the
infield.
The American League
starting lineup includes

Rickey Henderson of
Oakland in the outfield
and Chicago's Carlton
Fisk, who led all AL
players in the balloting,
will be the starting catcher.
ROD CAFtEW
Sidelined
with tendinitis

three members of the
California Angels, second
baseman Bobby Grich
and outfielders Reggie
Jackson and Fred Lynn.
A fourth Angel, first
baseman Rod Carew, was
elected by the fans for the
13th consecutive year,
but will not be in the

Managers BWy Martin
of the AL Stars and Tom
Lasorda of the NI- named
their starting pitchers
and batting orders today
before the teams held a
public workout at Olympic Stadium.

game because J) Lendmitis in his hand. He
was replaced on the AL
roster Sunday by
Cleveland's Andre Thornton.
Robin Yount of
Milwaukee will be at
shortstop, Kansas City's
George Brett at third,

Martin was named to
replace Bob Lemon, who
was fired by the New
York Yankees two weeks
into the season. Ordinarily, Lemon, as manager of
the previous year's World
Series team, would have
had the All-Star job as a
fringe benefit. But AL
President Lee MacPhail
felt his early dismissal
this season by the
Yankees would keep him

Reds elimination contest conducted

irn Rector

Reds'humor tested by Cincy writer
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Will the humiliation
never end for the bottomof-the-league Cincinnati
Reds?
The Reds, suffering
through what could be
their worst season in
decades, now are the
target of a newspaper's
lampoon for off-season
changes that drastically
altered the makeup of the
team.
The Cincinnati Enquirer wants readers to
predict when the Reds
will be eliminated from
the National League's
Western Division race.
The winner gets two
seats to Cincinnati's final
home game of the season,
Sept. 25 against the
Houston Astros. The
runner-up gets four
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tickets to the same game.
The Reds last year
boasted baseball's best
record despite missing
the playoffs by finishing
second in both halves of
the season split by the
major league baseball
strike.
But the team has been
mired in last place this
season with the worst
record in the National
League, 33-53 after Sunday's play. Cincinnati
trailed division leader

Atlanta by 19 games.
The poor record prompted The Enquirer to sponsor the "When Will The
Reds Be Totally Eclipsed?" contest, a takeoff on
the recent lunar eclipse.
Enquirer sports writer
Mark Purdy, tongue
firmly in cheek, outlined
the contest in a Sunday
column.
"You see, if we're going to make it through
this dismal baseball summer in Cincinnati, we all
have to stick together,"
Purdy wrote.

Lest The Enquirer be
accused of making too
much of the Reds' performance, Purdy said the
answer is obvious.
"If the Reds don't have
a sense of humor about
this season, how can they
expect their fans to laugh
it off?"
The Cincinnati team
management has been
under heavy fire for
allowing free agent outfielders Dave Collins and
Ken Griffey to sign with
the New York Yankees,
and for trading away
other regular players, including slugger George
uni"We have to find a
fying force, a single idea Foster.
"If you're a pessimist,
which can allow us to
walk a common ground, you can say Aug. 1," Purand boot a common dy said of possible predicgrounder, just like the tions for the Reds'
Reds themselves."
elimination.

"If you're an optimist,
you can say Oct. 1.
"If you're a smart
aleck, you can say Feb.
10. That's the day the
Reds traded George
Foster."
Purdy said he went to
the stadium ticket office
Saturday and bought the
worst six tickets he could
find, despite being told,
"We don't have worst
seats. We only have best
seats."
Since the Reds finish
with seven road games,
it's possible they won't be
eliminated before the last
home game. In that case,
The Enquirer said it
would give the six tickets
to six orphans, with the
contest winners getting
tickets to next year's
Opening Day.
And if the Reds
miraculously recover to
win the pennant?
"I'll personally take
the orphans to dinner at
the Maisonette (an expensive five-star
restaurant in Cinclnslogans as "Forza Italia, nati I," Purdy said.
Sei Magica" (Onward
Italy, You are Magic).
The West Germans,
who lost a $50,000 per
player bonus, left Santiago Bernabeu Stadium
stunned and shaken.
"I was so close to
becoming a world champion, and getting a title I
still am missing from my
collection," said ashenfaced striker Klaus
Fischer as he walked to
the team bus.

'Too old' goalkeeper and suspended
star boost Italy into World Cup crown
MADRID, Spain Apj
— World Cup champion
Italy headed home to a
hero's welcome after
beating powerful West
Germany with a
goalkeeper who was supposed to be too old and a
star who was supposed to
be rusty from a two-year
suspension.
"This is the happiest
day of my life, one that I
have worked towards for
many years," said coach
Enzo Bearzot, who was
carried across the field
on his players' shoulders
after Italy captured its
first world championship
in 44 years with a 3-1 win

over the West Germans
on Sunday.
Paolo Rossi, Marco
Tardelli and Sandro
Altobelli scored secondhalf goals to fashion the
triumph for Italy. Dino
Zoff, the 40-year old
goalie, played superbly
and came within seven
minutes of being the first
to record a shutout in a
World Cup final. Paul
Breitner netted the lone
German goal after the
game was out of reach.
Rossi is Italy's newest
superstar after rebounding from a two-year
suspension for his alleged
involvement in a game-

fixing bribery scandal,
become the tournament's
leading scorer with six
goals.
It was the first time in
four years that the West
Germans lost to a team
from Europe.
Italy, having also won
the cup in 1938 and 1934,
now shares Brazil's mark
of three world championships.
The victory touched off
delirious celebrations
throughout Italy, with
more than 300,000 people
parading and dancing
through the streets of
Rome.
Sandro Perlin', Italy's
86-year-old president,
leaped to his feet and
cheered after each
Italian goal, ignoring
West German chancellor
Helmut Schmidt and
Spanish King Juan
Carlos, who were seated
nearby.

The match had not
started well for the
Italians, who lost forward
Francesco Graziani, injured after only seven
minutes of play, and then
watched Antonio Cabrini
squander a 26th minute
penalty shot — the first
penalty shot missed in a
World Cup final.
Potts
singled twice.
Continued from page 8
But the "Azzuri," as
Jaycees'
Joey Baust addple. For the Nats, Misti
the Italians are known
ed
two
singles.
Holcomb and Melvina
because of their blue
Daryl Eldridge and
Urhquart each hit a douuniforms, tore the GerBruce
110,000
The
fans,
Thurmond
most
kept
ble.
man defense to shreds in
Rotary in the game with a of them rooting for Italy, the second half, attacking
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
double
each.
went
with
wild
joy
as
it
After a weekend of rain
with nerve and skill.
No playoff has been became clear their team
delays and humid heat,
"We were shaken by
two teams emerged from scheduled in the Ken- would win. They roared
the Kentucky League tucky League making "Italia" in unison and the penalty miss," said
ranks tied for the regular Crouse Motors and waved patriotic flags, Bear-jot. "But the whole
Jaycees co-champions.
their din rocking the team gathered around
season championship.
Three All-Star teams stadium. The mezzanine Cabrini in the interval
Friday Crouse Motors
earned its share of the will be selected, however, tier was draped with and cheered him up. They
crown by clipping and will represent Mur- scores of banners honor- all vowed to come back in
Dennison-Hunt, 7-2, at the ray in the district tourna- ing Italian soccer clubs the second half with
old city park. Jon Wilson ment in Mayfield beginn- and cheering on the na- determination and the
tional team with such drive to win, and we did."
and Kevin Turner pitched ing July 26.
the one-hitter to give
Crouse Motors a 10-4
record.
Kevin Hill and Joey
Bazzell provided the
backup punch with Hill
clouting two doubles and
a single and Bazzell rapping a double.
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
Saturday, in a non-title
game,Cablevision poundFrom Murray to Nashville
ed Artcraft, 14-5. Kevin
Tucker and Bill Fandrich
Flight
Depart
Arrive
Frequency
were the winning pitchers
101
6:40 a.m.
7:25 a.m
Mon.-Fri.
as each team gathered
103
12:45 a.m.
1:30 p.m
Mon.-Sat.
only three hits apiece
5:00 p.m.
105
5:45 p.m.
Sun.-Fri
For Cablevision T.J
From Nashville to Murray
Gradisher and Fandrich
Flight
Depart
Arrive
Frequency
each hit a double and
102
9:35 a.m.
10.20 a.m.
Mon.-Fri.
Kent Dodd smacked two
104
2:30p.m.
315 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
singles for Artcraft.
106
7:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
Sun.-Fri.
Saturday night Jaycees
collected its share of the
league title with a 7-2 win
over Rotary. Craig
Schwettnuin and David
Potts pitched the win and
each picked up two hits of
their own. Schwettman
singled and doubled and

Swimmers...

out of touch too long and
named Oakland's Martin
instead
Baseball, anxious to
bury the bitter memories
of the strike, plans to turn
this first All-Star game
played outside the United

Orlando Cepeda,
representing Puerto
Rico, Bobby Avila for
Mexico, Luis Aparicio,
Venezuela, Minnie
Minos*, Cuba, and Juan
Mancha', Dominican
Republic.

REB•ARD

moco Car Wash

AMOCO
*OW
753-1331

Murray's Only
Professional Car Wash

Open Mon Ara Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 a.m.

Open Friday & Sat.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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Auto racing

NASHVILLE, Tenn. won the IMSA GT Grand
(AP) — Darrell Waltrip Prix race in record time
ran away to an easy at Brainerd International
triumph in the Busch 420 Raceway.
KARL-MARX-STADT,
Grand National stock car
East Germany ( AP I —
race.
MERRILLVILLE, Ind. East Germany defeated
Terry Labonte wound (AP) — Drag racer Ken- the United States 207'up second about five neth Covert of Tampa, 172"z in the first-ever
seconds behind Waltrip Fla., was killed when his track and field meet beton the track and more rear engine rail dragster ween the two countries.
than a lap behind in the went off the pavement, The American men won
race.
rolled over and broke in 120,-2-10 242, but the
BRAINERD, Minn. two at the U.S. 30 American women were
(AP) — John Paul Jr. dragstrip.
trounced 105-52

Track

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
1102 Chestnut St.
753-7362

PUBLIC WARNING
TO ALL LIFE INSURANCE POLICYOWNERS...

The Murray Association of Life Underwriters, which represents the large majority of life insurance agents in this community, has purchased this newspaper space to
bring a matter of great concern to the attention of owners of life insurance policies
in Western Kentucky. This article is a warning to life insurance policyovmers about
replacement practices already being used
in this area.

,Make sure the comparison statement
you get is accurate. Let your present agent
verify it!
1:1If you are advised to buy term and invest the difference, find out if the investment returns are guaranteed or are
estimated. Your present agent or company
normally can offer similar products if
replacement is, in fact, in your best interest.

POLICY REPLACEMENT
CAN BE DETRIMENTAL

FIND OUT WHO
YOU'RE DEALING WITH

Policy replacement is frequently
detrimental to policyowners. The agent
who calls and claims he can save you
money — or "make you rich in a few
years." — by replacing your policy with
another one often misrepresents both your
policy and the policy he is selling.
The Murray Association cannot advise
consumers which insurance program to
purchase, but offers these suggestions to
policy owners who have been urged to
replace their life insurance.
At you are asked to replace a policy,
contact the agent with whom you regularly
do business.

Off approached about your policies,
find out who the agent works for, how long
he has been working, what training he has
received, and what sort of license he holds.

-S7unhirclArlineJ

SUN BIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

States into an international festival
A number of ex-major
league stars from other
countries have been invited to participate in a
unique first ball
ceremony, including

The term insurance offered to you may
actually be modified whole life. If this is the
case, ask why, if whole life is so
undesirable, he is offering a type of term insurance that is convertible to whole life.
:JFinally, -emember that good life insurance service is more than an agent selling a policy and never seeing the customer
again. If you don't know insurance, know
your agent and his qualifications.

MURRAY ASSOCIATION
OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS
Ustod beim an tin cermet essodows of the fAorrey Associatioo of Ufs ISodorwriton

Joe B. Adams
Jesse Arnold
Hugh D. Barksdale
M. Wayne Bennett
Jerry L. Bolls
John Boltz
Ray T. Brooch
Terry Broach
G. H. Burkett

Jerry R. Davis
James H. Green
Rose M. Gregory
Don Henry
James R. Jackson
DavW R. King
R. Adele lepchella
Robert Laugh
Gene Miller
Bobby Joe Nanney

John D. Roberts
Jane H. Rogers
James A. Schwartz
Tim Scruggs
David Travis
Max L. Underwood
Jamie D. Washer
James D. Willoughby
Robert Wittenberger
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Stern conservative, Blackmun,slowly joins liberal rank
WASHINGTON(AP / As the Supreme Court's
•
*dices were leaving eia et their dosed•
Ointeramoss earlier
this year, William J
Bremen sought out one of
his brethren for a private
pep talk

•'Harry, • Brennan said
as he threw his arm
around Harry A
Blackmun's shoulders.
we liberals have to stick
together "
Blackmun,a liberal"
For most of his dozen
years on the nation's

highest court, Blactunun
was a firm member of a
dominant conservative
bloc. Now -least — hestaicly, has become
more of a -liberal," a
transformation that
signaled a surprising
liberal momentum on the
court during 1982.
Blackmun's recent
detective bureau and defection, along with the
special investigations liberal wing's growing
unit, said an internal in- success in attracting the
vestigation was ordered, votes of middle-of-thebut Read remained on du- road Justices Byron R.
White and John Paul
ty.
Charged with drug- Stevens, may have intertrafficking in the raid rupted the dominance of
were Charles E. Bishop, the court's conservatives.
For example, the new
19, Albert J. Gamboa, 19:
Dennis Gray, 23, and coalition in the court's
David Palmer, 24, all of just-completed term
refused to let Washington
Lexington.
The raid occurred at state voters bar a busing
Gamboa's apartment. plan voluntarily adopted
Police said metha- by Seattle for racial
qualone. Percodan, desegregation. It also
Valium and marijuana barred the death penalty
for certain criminals.
were seized.
To be sure, the court's
Gamboa and Bishop
pleaded innocent in conservative wing —
Fayette District Court. Chief Justice Warren E.
Gray and Palmer did not Burger and Justices
William H. Rehnquist and
enter pleas.
Sandra Day O'Connor —
experienced its share of
success during the 1981-82
Coroner Marvin Yokum
term.
said Hammonds died of
Among the consermultiple internal invatives' successes were
juries.
several key rulings trimming the authority of
The body will be taken
to Louisville for an a utop- federal courts to resolve
sy by state Medical Ex- certain disputes.
But more so than in rea mi n e r Dr. George
cent terms, many of the
Nichols.

Drug related death reported

)„_

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — An Ohio man shot
by a police officer after a
drug raid died Friday, officials said.
Nolan Simpson, 34, of
Greenfield. Ohio, was
shot in the head during a
scuffle with police after
he fled from an apartment at 1:15 a.m. where
officers seized drugs
worth an estimated
$5,000, police said. The
shooting took place
minutes after the raid in
a nearby field, police
said.
Detective Bill Read
shot Simpson as a result
of "violent resistance"
and "threatening actions," police said. Capt.
Phil Kitchen, chief of the

Glider dies following crash
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
AP ) — A Frankfort man
was killed Saturday
afternoon when his
motorized hang glider
crashed into a Scott County farm field, police said.
The victim was identified as Ronald E. Hammons, 29. Scott County

court's most important
As swing voters, White
declaims were shaped by or Stevens also provided
a distinctively liberal the conservatives with
judicial or political critical fifth votes in
philosophy.
several important deciThe liberal coalition's sions.
leader is Brennan, an
For example, Stevens
astute behind-the-scenes was part of the fivepolitician who always justice majority ruling
Was supported by staunchly liberal Justice
Thurgood Marshall
Blackmun, White and
Stevens often joined to
create a liberal majority,
The Purchase Subarea
In the closest of cases, Health Council will meet
Justice Lewis F. Powell at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
often cast his vote with July 15, at the Purchase
Burger, Rehnquist and Area Development
Mrs. O'Connor.
District in Mayfield.
Rulings that the death Preceding the Council
penalty is unconstitu- meeting, there will be a 5
tional punishment for p.m. Project Review
"non-triggerman" Committee meeting and a
criminals who never in- 6 p.m. Plan Development
tended to take a life and Committee Meeting.
that states cannot block
At the 7 p.m. Health
local school districts Council meeting, there
from voluntarily adop- will be a special presentating busing plans for tion by Dr. Randel Gibson
racial desegregation on his experience in
came on 5-4 votes.
beginning a rural
So, too, did a decision medical practice in Carlimaking it more difficult sle County when the counfor employers to defend ty was designated a
themselves against job- health manpower shordiscrimination lawsuits tage area by the federal
and a reaffirmation of the government. A major
court's "exclusionary part of the Council
rule" barring the use of meeting will be devoted
illegally obtained to a review of the Cerevidence from criminal tificate of Need applicatrials.
tion submitted by
In all four decisions, Lourdes Hospital. This
Burger, Rehnquist, Mrs. project involves $15
O'Connor and Powell million dollars worth of
were the dissenters.
expansion, relocation and

Health council to meet

HEALTH

Frames Drake

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

HERE 5 7HE lsiORLD FAMOUS
SURGEON ON NIS I.)AY TO
THE OPERATING ROOM...

they have a hearing loss. The
change is so gradual that it
sneaks up on a petson Of
course if you have an acute
condition it may not be so
gradual
Sinuses have very little to
do with loss of hearing,
unless you have an allergy
or inflammatory condition
that also involves the ears or
causes fluid to accumulate
in the middle ear.
Your mother-in-law must
have an examination. In
some instances a hearing
loss is made much worse
because of accumulation of
wax in the ears. Some people think that means they
have not washed their ears
properly. That is not the
case The waxy secretions
form internally where you
should not be poking
anyway
The first step is to find out
what is the real cause of
your mother-in-law's hearing loss. Only then can a
proper decision be made
regarding what to do about
DOCTOR, IT SAYS HERE
THAT AFTER SURGERY,
FIFTV PERCENT OF YOUR
PATIENTS FEEL PRETTY
600P FOR HALF AN HOUR

NOW
LOOK
WHAT
YOU
DID---

new construction. The
project includes an addition of seven intensive
care unit beds, an addition of two inpatient
surgery rooms, the conversion of two existing inpatient surgery rooms to
outpatient surgery
rooms, and a general expansion of space for administration and support
areas of the hospital.
Also, Mark Peyton, Administrator for the Purchase District Health
Department, will give an
update on the agency's
activities at the Council
meeting. Other Council
business will include the
review of the computerized tomography plan and
a review of six health projects in various stages of
completion in the Purchase.
Any person desiring to
learn more about the
health planning activities
in the Purchase is enc.Juraged to attend any of
Me meetings on July 15th.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Take steps for hearing loss
DEAR DR LAMB - My
mother-in-law is very hard
of.hearing She blames it on
her sinuses I know that
when the Weather is humid
she is worse and you have to
shout to make her hear you
She never talks about this
condition I don't know if she
is vain and thinks it is a
symptom of getting old, or
what We just can't talk to
her about it, as it is too
uncomfortable
We would like her to get a
-hearing aid or see a doctor,
but she thinks nothing can be
done She takes Drtstan every day and that unplugs her
head a little but she is still
hard of hearing Please
advise us on what we should
do It is very hard on everyone when you have to shout
all the time to make her
hear you She doesn't know
all the things she is missing
out on, as she pretends to
hear what you are saying
rather than to say, "What"
all the time
DEAR READER - Many
people are unaware that

that U.S. presidents including Richard Nixon
enjoy "absolute immunity" against being sued for
monetary damages
because of misconduct in
office. Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun and
White dissented.

FOR TUESDAY,JULY 13, 1982

it. She could have a correctable defect_ Or she may benefit from a hearing aid if the
problem cannot be corrected
otherwise. And if she can't
use a hearing aid there are
still ways to help a person
improve her communicating
ability Learning lip reading
helps some people.
To give you a better idea
of hearing and hearing problems I am sending you The
Health Letter number 16-8,
Your Vital Hearing. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents ,with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
love liver, especially calf
liver. I eat a small portion
every day - probably no
more than two tablespoons
My friends and relatives,
whether meat eaters or
vegetarians, tell me that liver is full of poisons, chemicals, insecticides, etc , most
of which were injected into

What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
the animal for growth
row be? To find out what the lOct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Every nutrition book that
I've read praises the very stars say, read the forecast Inner aggravations can
multiply now, perhaps in conhigh nutritional value of liv- given for your birth sign.
nection with an unfinished
er as almost a miracle food
task. Don't act against your
Should I continue eating and ARIES
enjoying liver,
( Mar. 21 to Apr, 19) grk4 own code of ethics.
A close tie May take out his SAGITTARIUS
4/440
DEAR READER - Liver
—
is an excellent source of frustrations on you. Others I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
vitamins and iron. It is low are easily provoked and you A friend's indifference could
in fat but it is high in choles- should not insist upon their anger you. Expect little feedterol. A small amount can be cooperation.
back from others. Questions of
an important factor in nutri- TAURUS
love and sex are on your mind.
tion.
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 28 to May 20)
Work pressures may make (Dec. 22 toJan. 19) V
The liver does filter out
and literally detoxify chemi- you want to get away from it Increased work load may incals in the body. The big flap all. A co-worker is argumen- terfere with domestic plans.
occurred over the artificial tative and you'll have to count Loved ones may be disapfemale hormone, DES, to 10 to offset an explosion.
pointed if you don't join them
which was used to promote QEMINI
in their activities.
growth but its use was
AQUARIUS
banned in 1972 You would ( May 21 to June 201
In romance you may be fac- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
have had to have eaten
about 500 pounds of liver ed with rivalry. It's not the Others won't see your point
when DES was used for cat- best time for socializing, for of view easily. Instead of
tle to consume the same existing ties may not be in a wasting your breath, save
your ideas until you have a
amount of estrogen a wom- party mood.
more appreciative audience.
an naturally manufactures CANCER
in one day.
(June 21 to July 22) 4134C) PISCES
Domestic problems can (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 )(
Enjoy your liver. It is a
good food and it is safe
distract you from work. To- The expenses of dependents
day's dilemmas can be may weigh on you. Avoid
upsetting to your ego. Watch arguments with close ties
about financial matters. Stick
NO, I'M VERY
out for false pride.
to budgets.
LEO
EASY GOING
(July 23 to Aug. 221 Infrg
Others won't take kindly to
advice. In fact, you may be YOU BORN TODAY are
told to mind your business. creative and practical and are
Avoid disputes about ideology. often drawn to businesses
allied to the arts. You work
VIRGO
well in partnerships and may
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
At a time when you want to be especially interested in
save money, you may meet literature. You need an ideal
with extra expenses. It will be to motivate you, plus work you
YOU MADE A CLEAN SPOT ON MY
hard to reach agreement like to do, to put forth your
FLOOR
best effort. Interior
about financial matters.
decorating, design, jewelry,
LIBRA
antiques and publishing are
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .1Ln
—
You may not be consistent in some of the fields in which
opinion and may aggravate a you'll find contentment. You
loved one. Relationship con- may also be drawn to politics
cerns compete with career in- religion, acting, painting
music and education.
terests.

FUNNY, I COULD
HAVE SWORN HE
WAS iN HERE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
HE MUST BE
OUTSIDE

mho
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MASIC.
TRICKS
Wolf
GAN PO

GOT A LOT
NERVE READING
YOUR wmE's
MAIL

YOU'VE

Fz

wYekiT

NOTHING
Cr THIW
MYSTERY,
0 190905T
vika40
MONKS

TkERE 5 ONE wki0 KNOWS
EvERvrirdwc31-01.0 TAR/544,THE
ppitscE 5 TASTER.
HI

ACROSS
1 Buckets
6 Dinner
course
11 Fontisyn's
forte
12 Mountain
home
14 GI green
15 Asian land
17 Bark cloth
18 Sum up
20 Europeans
23 Soak up
24 Strike
26 Frown
28 Scale note
29 Doctrine
31 Precis*
teachers
33 Vehicle
35 Nerve
network
38 Studio
39 Paper
measure*
42 Exist
43 Small shoot
45 Let tall
46 Skill
48 Trap
50 RR depot
51 Red and
Slack
53 Wtthered
55 Switch word
56 Engrave*
with acid
59 Goes In
61 fiebylOnien
herb
62 Lion and
Tigers
DOWN
'Os,
2 14anel nickname

3 SICk
4 Jump
5 Back kiss
seat
6 GA's
neighbor
7 Exclamation
8 Latvian coin
9 Word of
sorrow
10 Exile, in a
roily
11 Brag
13 Binds
16 Soh mud
19 Waltz
21 Pitcher
22 Passover
meal
25 Tolls
27 Evaluated
30 Journeys
32 Approaches
34 Gulli-kke bird
38 Humble

Answer le Saturday's Puzzle
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S
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52 The oriel
54 Greek letter
57 Printer's
measure
58 NA's
neighbor
60 Or aunt

37 Cylindrical
38 Inlets
40 Goes by car
41 Bridges
44 Welcome
47 Diplomacy
49 Sea eagle
I

7

111 • 10,

13
15

17
23

34-

41

Mr_
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Notice To
Creditors
The following
Estate Fiduciary
appointments have
been made in the
Calloway District
Court. All claims
against these
estates should be
filed with the
Fiduciary within
six months of date
of qualification.
John D. Outland,
Rt. 2, Box 285, Murray, KY Deceased,
Mason D. Outland,
Rt, 2, Box 288B,
Murray, KY Co
Executor, Bobby D.
Outland, Rt, 1, Hardin, KY 42048 Co
Executor, John A.
Gregory, Jr., 204 S.
6th St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
William Edward
Watson, Rt. 7, Murray, KY Deceased,
Mary K. Watson,
Rt. 7, Murray, KY
Executrix, John A.
Gregory, Jr., 204 S.
6th St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Nonie Brandon,
Hazel, KY Deceased, Reda Overby,
801 S. 4th St., Murray, KY Administratrix,
Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. 4th St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Lonnie Curtis
Shroat, 909 Olive
St., Murray, KY
Deceased, Irene H.
Shroat, 909 Olive
St., Murray, KY
Executrix, C. Mark
Blankenship, 204 S.
6th St., Murray, KY
Attorney.
Eurie Joe Burkeen,
Rt. 3, Murray, KY
Deceased, Lynn
Dale Burkeen, Rt.
3, Murray, KY Executor, Vicki R.
Jones, 105 N. 6th
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Clifford Franklin
Rogers, E-17 Fox
Meadows, Murray,
KY Deceased, Joe
Franklin Rogers,
Rt. 1, Murray, KY
Executor, Vicki R.
Jones, 105 N. 6th
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Lela D. McCuiston,
1303 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray, KY
Deceased, William
Max McCuiston,
1303 Peggy Ann Dr.,
Murray, KY Administrator.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Obena
Hale and Otto Erwin, Co-Executors,
of the estate of Leo
Allison Erwin,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before July 21, 1982,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

2. Notice

NOTICE
Fer veer coovooksiors, lee
Salter hew as, Soles Dept.
1.111 be at a, shares.
from 636 PM Is 1,011 PM
ea Moods's, Tuesday,
Morsels. Ned billies.
PUIIIDONS, OlDSMOBIlf,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
146e W. Mal
7534315

t Notice

The Smoke
Shop
'Money's Excl•si99
Toltocco Shop
Olympic Philo

SPECIAL
Smith & Wesson
44 Mogniirn an
Presentation boa, 6 cl
inch barrel) blue

$397
They Po not mali•
this model anymore

VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

RN or
availab
he p
would t
interim

suient

ployees

super vi
salary

ivailabl
in pens
502 247-1
Re spor
couple
Invalid
board. s

Wanted.
key sell

reputabl
in Mur
financia
modest
time. C
tween 9a

13. For S

Redworr
ness sr
potentia

15. Artic
Olympic Maio
Open 9 AM to
9 PM Doily
1 PM to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

Have your baby's
picture mode at
Carter Studio. We
hove special Tiny
Tot packages.
CARTER STUDIO
300 Mow

751 8295

M 8. G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors. We install auto
glass and replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks
We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in•
sulated glass. We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glass. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M & G Glass CO
816 Coldwater Rd. 753
0180 or 753 2798.
Have 5 minutes/ Call
159-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759.
4445.
SWEET CORN
estre nice, good oaten
fresh or frolen. Cell
anytime sake,, plenty
492-1730
a

Carport
Sale

Boys 21
conditior
1929 ask.

16. Home

A large
and le,
grain foi
chairs.
vacuum
Eight
set good
Call 7!
5p m , da
King sip
753 4803.

17. Vacuu
1.111m.

Fac
an
50 €

19. Farm

sale
power St
For

condition
under cal
hydrolic
after 6p.rr
John D
planter,
•Used rocr
1977 Grai
S3100. 901
Want to
scaffolds.

20. Sports
6mm RE
with Bu
Call 753-6f

22. Musici
Tues., July 13th
706 Meadow Ln.
Toys, hi-chair,
adult clothing,
glassware, etc.

6. Help Wanted
15entai Assistant
minimum high school
education, likes helping
others and enjoys
working with your
hands. Send resume to.
PO Box 1040C Murray,
Ky. 42071.
EXECUTIVE - LEGAL
- SECRETARY
Forward complete resu m e listing
qualifications, experience, references
and salary expectation
to P. 0. Box 789 Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
Experienced machanic,
experienced body man
needed. Apply in person
209 S. 7th St. 753 7333.
FRIENDLY HOME
TOY PARTIES NOW IN
OUR 27TH YEAR, IS
EXPANDING AND
HAS OPENINGS FOR
MANAGERS AND
DEALERS. PARTY
PLAN EXPERIENCE
HELPFUL.
GUARANTEED TOYS
AND GIFTS. NO CASH
INVESTMENT, NO
COLLECTING, DE LIVER ING. CAR &
PHONE NECESSARY.
CALL COLLECT.
CAROL DAY 518 4898395.
Jobs Overseas Big
money fast $20,000 to
550,000 plus per year
Call 1 716 842 6000. Ext
1705.
Paducah Pepsi Cola is
seeking general sales
manager. We offer a
challenging position
with excellent growth
potential. Salary in the
upper $20,000
range,
plus bonus. Company

IN

On Pi
Sanyo,
Marvin.
Wor
Export se
he

7
CAF STE
Ken woo
Mitsubish
fessional

Sunset Bi
Dixieli
Chestnut!
Zenetha
System_
stereo re
with rec
Speakers
wulfer mi
ter air h
753 2259
and Bp m

SPII
PIA
Wasted n
Nike or•
seen ler
Po•ers
Illinois 6

Chestnu
porary f
needs fi
keeper.
minded,
week. E
informs
12 and

car, expense account,

24

51

6. Help'
1. Legal Notice

?xtensive training pro
ram and fringe ben
?fits
Responsible for
sales marketing
strategies, and de
velopment of sales per
sonnel
Advancement.
depends on your per
formance and desire to
move ahead Degree in
marketing or business
preferred
Apply in
person Paducah Pepsi
Cola Co 3000 Beltline
Paducah, Ky

Would y
tiredly n

desired,
with us
poymen
Tormatit

assures
Mail Mc
Florida .
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E. Help Wanted

he Smoke
Shop
irray's Excknave
Macro Shop"
4ympic Plata

iPE CIA L.
pitti & Wesson
I Mogi..m in
witation bo•, 6'
:Is bowel!, blue

$397
iy do not make
model anymore
RNON'S
VESTERN
STORE
lympic Plato
loon 9 AM to
9 PM Doily
to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

your baby's
re mark at
r Studio. We
special Tiny
ackages.
RTER STUDIO
•
753 3798
me
, Complete Glass
S a complete line
.s, plexiglass, and
s. We install auto
and replace side
5, for cars and
s. We install
urn store fronts,
glass, and in
I glass. We fix
windows, storm
and screens. We
lass table tops,
'5, and window
We also repair
?place patio door
M & G Glass Co
ildwater Rd. 753
753-2798.
minutes' Coll

for an inional message to

1444
Ien

your day.
en's tape 759.

SWEET CORN
eic•, good mit*
of fresen. Cell
ii'., have plenty
492.3730

Carport
Sale
-

es., July 13th
i Meadow Ln.

oys,
hi-chair,
clothing,
It
swore, etc.

Wanted

Assistant
high school
on, likes helping
s and enjoys
ng with your
Send resume to.
x 1040C Murray,

ii

ITIVE
LEGAL
CRETARY
d complete re e listing
ications, ex•
cc, references
lart expectation
Box 789 Murray,
ty 42071.
-nced machanic,
Iced body man
Apply in person
S St. 753-7333.
NOLY HOME
kRTIES NOW IN
7TH YEAR, IS
NDING AND
PENINGS FOR
kGEIRS AND
ERS. PARTY
EXPERIENCE
.PFUL.
(NTEED TOYS
IFTS, NO CASH
;TMENT, NO
iCT I NG, DE
ING. CAR &
NECESSARY.
COLLECT
OAY 518-489

Dverseas Big
last $20,000 to
plus per year
16 8,42 6000 Ext

Pepsi Cola is
general sales
We offer a
ging position
ccellent growth
. Salary in the
120,000
range,
inus. Company
pense account,
e training pro
nd fringe ben
Iesponsible for
marketing
ies, and de
It of sales per
Advancement
.
on your per
? and desire to
lead. Degree in
ig or business
ad. Apply In
Paducah Pepsi
3000 Beltline

. KY

RN or LPN position
available for 7 to 3 Shift.
The person chosen
would be in charge of SO
intermediate care re
sidents with 6 em
ployees under his her
supervision. Excellent
salary and benefits
available Call or apply
in person at Care inn
502 241 0200.
Responsible lady or
couple to live in with
invalid lady
Room,
board. salary 759 1661
Wanted, girls for 10.
key selling position with
reputable business firm
in Murray, Ky
Good
financial rewards for
modest investment in
time Call 753 8835 be
tween 9a m. 5p.m.

13. For Select Trade
Redworm raising busi
ness for sale. Good
potential 436 2102

15. Articles for Sale
Boys 20in
bike good
condition $35. Call 759
1929 ask for Jackie.

U Exterminating

30. Business Rentals

34. Housesfor Rent

240 so ft Building 1918
Coldwater R a
Present
location of Thurman
Dance Studio
Posses
sion August I
Call
Tucker T V 753 2900 or
753 4524

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
Phone 7533914

24. Miscellaneous
x Oft
Flashing
arrow sign. Must sell
Sacrifice 502-529-2721
Firewood cut to order
$22
per rick
Call
436 2292
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments. Good as
new Call Paris 901 6,
12
7473.
Helium Balloons on a
string for sale 9 and
11 in
sizes. Assorted
colors for birthdays,
anniversaries, and all
occassions. 753-0817.
I have 2 empty booths
for rent in the Murray
Beauty Salon 753'3142.
Pool table and video
game for sale. 753 8056.
Sawdust
Will deliver.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
Hwy 22 North McKinzie,
Tenn. 901-352•5777, after
5p m. 901 -352-3632.
Two Bear Cat pocket
scanners with crystals
and chargers. 753-5183
after 4p.m
Two garage doors 10x7ft
wood panel With glass.
Excellent condition
$300. Call 753-5812.
Two ton General Electric central cooling unit
used 2 seasons. 753 6041.
Victoria 200 tomato
iuicer $25.99, grape
spiral $6.99, berry
screen $8.99. Wallen
Hdw. Paris, Tenn.

32. Apts. For Rent

1

M

BeavtiFfO
ull ItEfN
urTnished
@pertinent for 4 college girls or bays also
1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Summer
and fall near University Phone 753-5865
or 753.5108 after

5:30 p.m.

v

All electric fully fur
fished efficiency apar•
tment 2 2 blocks from
MSU. $110. per month,
$110. deposit. Call 7539829 after 5p.m.
All electric furnished 3
room apartment, $165,
per month utilities furnished. Available Aug.
1st. Call 753 9829 after
5p.m.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
apartment. All kitchen
appliances plus washer
and dryer furnished.
1413 Hillwood Dr. 753-

Small furnished I 92
story tiOut• a p proximately 4 '
,
I miles
east of Murray. Water
furnished
Electric
heat $100 per month.
Couple preferred
Call
753 1203
Small house near
Murray. Phone 753 4628.
Tnree oedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Completely furnished.
washer dryer included,
753 8964 after Sp m
Deposit required
Three bedroom brick
excellent condition
option•buy . See owner
at 1709 Calloway. No
pets.
Three bedroom brick
house near Coldwater.
Call 489 2541.
"Three bedroom, brick,
central air, two baths,
fireplace, carpets, appliances, near University. 759 9511, 753 2649."

37. Livestock-Supplies
Horses boarded
Pas
tore $20. Stalls $30.
Limited space. 753-3010.
Quarter horses 14 registered. Western
pleasure and cutting
blood lines. Prices start
$500. and up. 901-6423174.

X

43 Real Estate

0 if •L
7531222
.....6
F74.1

Located east of
Murray -- 3
bedroom, 2 bath
frame home. Nicely decorated, electric heat, country
kitchen with
fireplace. One
acre lot. Located
on a blacktop road.
Pnced in the low
$30's. KOPPERUD REALTY
- 753-1222.

MS. Homes for Sae

49. Used Cars

House tor sale by
Owner 121 South aoout 3
- !es out 3 bedroom,
1
oaths, living room,
rig room
kitchen,
d AY shop, fenced in
kyard
Carpeted
Out 759 1997
(ye or 4 bedroom
,
e located on quite
J end street in nice
gnborhood
Newly
prated Must see to
urec(ate
immediate
ssession
Call
3953
Iwo bedroom house on
large corner lot in
Dexter 35,
4 6736
Two or 4 bedroom
home, in beautiful
Panorama Shores on
Blood River
Below
market at $45,000. Ex
isting at 8 5 percent
Loan can be assumed
Call 1 247 0023 after
6p m

47. Motorcycles
1974 Honda 550 four,
custom paint and seat
Nice $800. Call 474 8823.
1976 Kawasaki KZ400
including windshield,
luggage rack, sissy bar
and crash bar
Shop
manual tool kit and 2
helmets $650 Call 7626154
1980 Harley Roadster
lots of extras 162-2451
1981 Yamaha TT 250 Ex
cellent
condition must sell
753.7919
For sale 1980 Honda 650
Custom motorcycle.
Good condition. 436-5403
or 436-5830.
XL 185 excellent condi
tion best offer 489-2153.

This 3 bedroom house
would pass anyone's
inspection, Clean
well
A large dinette table
maintained and cheer
and leaf with wood
ful. The large eat in
grain formica top and 6
kitchen and all the
chairs. Hoover upright
storage is a joy, The
vacuum. 753 0309.
fenced -in backyard has
Extra nice 1 bedroom
°814.
Eight piece living room
a wonderful garden spot
furnished apartment. 1
set good condition $600.
and is beautifully landPets-Supplies
30.
/
1
2 block from UniversCall 759-4700 after
ity. Open now. Call For sale (PR) UKC scaped. Priced right.
5p.m., days 753 7889.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Registered Pit Bull 753-1222
King size bed $150. Call
Terrier
pups.
Furnished
Excellent
apartments,
753 4803
blood lines. 901 642 5709.
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
44 Lots for Sale
room. Also sleeping Registered Rat Terriers
17. Vacuum Cleaners
rooms. Zimmerman and Fox Terriers for Large waterfront lot on
Blood River lake by
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
sale, 753•9839.
Furnished apartment 3 Shih-tzu Registered owner. Call 436 2427
rooms and bath. Priv- male. 3 years, house
46. Homesfor Sale
ate entrance and gar- broken. Sweet disposi
age. Prefer 1 person. No lion, affectionate pet. BY OWNER 3 be
48. Auto Services
Pets. Available now. Extremely small. drooms, fireplace, cen
Call 753-1293.
Priced reasonable, tral air, low utilities,
fenced yard, corner lot
HILLDALE APART- right person. 753-1299.
KEY
Excellent location
MENTS HARDIN, KY 1....."..
Factory Sales
Gatesborough area
Now taking applications 40. Produce
PARTS
AUTO
Realistically priced,
and Service
on site for Section 8,
Sweet Corn. Call 489 $61,500. ASSUMABLE
27. Mobile Home Sales
rent-subSidized apart.
2392
or 489 2321.
500 Maple St.
Hwy 121 South
753-6851.
ments. I, 2, & 3 be1971 12x60 mobile home
drooms. Apply Hilldale Sweet corn for sale $1 Brick duplex 400 S 6th
Murray, Ky.
with central air and Apartments
759-4801
dozen.
489
or
2101
489
247-1459.
, Hardin,
heat. $2995. 150 Avon
Equal Housing 2852.
Under New
"Brick duplex near
New and used auto
bottles_ 492-8462
Opportunity.
University. Proven
Management
parts batteries tires
43. Real Estate
12)(65 1972 Bravo 3 One
good return on invest
and 2 bedroom
bedroom, 2 full baths,
Auto
wheel covers
apartments near down
ment, small down
all new storm windows town
Accessories.
19. Farm Equipment
Murray. 753-4109
payment. 759 9577, 753
Purdom
Thurman.
and doors. 8x324t. deck. 762
6650 or 436 2844
2649."
753-5500
Insurance &
For sale HD6 AC dozer 753,4340.
_
Brick house 3 years old.
power shift very good Mobile home and lot. 1972
Real Estate
3 bedroom, 2 bath,
condition. Nearly new Schalt, 2 bedroom, added
Soutlisiele Court Sq.
formal dining room, Duane's Place Used
Now Leasiel
under carriage. 16ft. AC on room on the living
Murray,
large den, 2 car garage, Volkswagon parts, tune
Kentucky
hydrolic fold disc. Call room deep well, carport.
concrete drive. House up, break jobs, rebuilt
753-4451
after 6p.m. 497 8790.
screened patio, central
has many extras. Ow- motors. 435 4272
John Deere 2 row air and heat. Can burn
5.
GREAT BUY ner will consider finan
planter, good condition. wood. Metal storage
1 213 harm nits he
Yes owner financing cing. See at 1809
Used Alternators and
•Used roofing tin sheet,. building. $16,500. call 436'
Wiswell
Rd.
or
call
available on this 3
1977 Grand Prix loaded 2179.
1165 OD far
BIBilE10Starters $15.00 with
bedroom brick home in 753'0839 or 436-2935.
$3100. 901 642 3174.
Two bedroom mobile
pet sill Newly coistrocleil the
exchange. Fit most
By owner 3 bedroom
heart
of
town.
Want to buy tobacco home for sale. For
ceetral heal sal air, Owner has taken frame house 1 /
1
2 miles
American cars. Used
further information call
scaffolds. Call 435 4487.
carolled. eddies op- special care of this east of Murray, at end tires $8.00 and up
Mayfield 247 5947 after
country
of
lane.
2
car
excellent
home
for
20. Sports Equipment
6p.m.
gliaoces. Office RIM MN.years. Only $29,000. Call garage, 2 fireplaces,
11, 9:0812:111111.1.
6mm Remington rifle 20.
KEY AUTO
Spann Realty Assoc. air, stove, refrigerator.
Mobile
Home
Rentals
with Bushnell scope.
Call 753-0089.
753-7724.
Noland
Ir.
12x50
Furnished
moble
PARTS
Call 753-6863.
Large, spacious home DON'T WAIT FOR
Murray. kg
home 1.5 miles east of
SOLD SIGN
See
on
one
one
and
half
Murray.
1100.
per
SU-159-4984
22. Musical
acres, just two miles today: Exceptionally
Hwy. 121 South
month, $100. deposit.
EqSai Noosiig Opportune
south of town. Central well-built to FHA
Call 753 9829
753-5500
electric heat and air, specifications....Well-tr
INFLATION
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
with fireplace insert. immed lawn, trees, and
One
and
for
2
rent
bedroom
near
PRICES
Murray.
located within jogging
duplex apartments Priced in the 5.50's with
No pets. 489-2611.
assumable loan. Call distance of MSU. Owner 49, Used Cars
Pioneer, Sony,
On
Trailers for rent. See Murray. 492 8225.
to
finance to qualified 1950 2 door
KOPPERUD REALTY
hardtop
Sanyo, Majestic,
Brandon Dill at Dill's One bedroom furnished
buyer it costs nothing Chevy tift, truck cam
753-1222.
Maroutt car stereos.
apartment, $130. per
Trailer Court,
to phone for appoint- Oer with jacks.
HOUSE
Yamaha
OF
THE
month. Water paid.
ment. 753 1492 Lorette motorcycle size
World of Sound
Two 2 bedroom fur
80, shop
Jobs Century 21,
fished or unfurnished Approximately 4 blocks Reduced for
town service, 22 years in
space
heater, parlor
quick sale
mobile homes. New from campus. No pets. only $11,500. This
buboes,.
re- FOR SALE BY OW- type wood stove. 492
furniture and carpet, Call 753-1203.
cently re-modeled home NER. Owner will fin 8500.
753-5865
sir condition. Rent One bedroom efficiency has many
large rooms, ance equity at 12 per- 1974 Dasher Station
CA a-STERSTI- Pioneer, $85..$150. Shady Oaks. apartment for girls. located south of cent to qualified buyer. Wagon yellow, same
Partial utilities paid. No
753-5209
Kenwood, Marantz,
Murray. Call today 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car body style through 1979.
pets. $95. monthly. 753- Spann
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. ProRealty Assoc. garage, city schools, Low mileage, motor
30. Business Rentals
9741.
wooded lot, 1207 Doran and body excellent
153-7724,
•
fessional installation.
Rd., 753-9732.
One bedroom basement
Sunset Boulevard Music
condition, $1850. 753
apartment.
Nice
and
Dixieland Center
FOR SALE BY OWNER 4953, 759 4005.
FOR
Clean. Utilities paid.
Chestnut St. 753 0113.
1
/
1
2
story)
3
bedrooms;
Strout.
RENT
Adult only. Call
2 baths; family room,'
Zenetha Allegro stereo
Realty
753-1739.
living room, fireplace
system_ 20wt. AM FM
spaces
Two
in
dining room, oak
One bedroom efficiency
stereo receiver, 8.track
Southside
Shopping
Pegged floor) kitchen
carpeted, private bath
With record turntable.
Office(wit is Comet
includes stove and new
S95 monthly, plus deCenter 641
South.
Speakers include 10in.
Boyers tree Everywhere
dishwasher) partial
posit
Across
from
colwulfer mid range twee1100 Sq. Ft. and
leilehle Service Sims 1900
basement; central gas
lege. 753-4793 after
ter air hole_ $300. Call
1912 Ceiilweter Reed
1500 Sq. Ft. Rent
heat, air; carport.
4p.m.
753 2259 between 6p m.
Alarm, Textully 42071
space at a cost you
concrete drive in back.
and 8p.m.
One bedroom furnished
0021703 elle
TVA -approved in
apartment. 753,3949.
can afford to live with
Aeytime
sulation; excellent
Small apartment on
each month.
JOE L. KENNON
location; city school. By
Blood River lake $60.
ambit
appointment 759.1347,
SPINET CONSOLE
753-6612
per month. Call
liceend & Seidel
For sale by owner 3
PIANO ION SALE
436-2427.
bedroom, fireplace, gas
meted responsible party te
Two bedroom furnished
heat,
WORTH
fully carpeted, full
A
SECOND
take over pima. Can ha
apartment 311 N. 5th.
Mini
LOOK •• IF you have not basement. New range,
seen levelly. Write Mr.
Partial utilities furdishwasher
seen a home yet that's
included.
Warehouse
Powers, BOI 327, Certyle,
nished. $150. No pets.
worth your time and Located on Elm St.
Storage Space
Illinois, 62231.
Call 753-1203.
money then it is time Shown by appointment
For Rent
Two bedroom duplex you saw this 4 bedroom, only. Before 5p.m. 753WestWood Subd. 1 bath home, a
753 4758
753family 1474. after 5p.m
available July 16. Very room the kids can
CHIMNEY
live 7978.
nice must see to ap in, A living room
you "Furnished house, two
SWEEPING
,,reciate
Call 753.3966 will really live in.
We're lots, air-conditioned.
after 4p.m.
sure you will like what large sundeck, Pine
SERVICE
Two bedroom duplex you see. For a grand Bluff Shores, 520,000.
appliances furnished. tour call 753-119? 759-9577, 753 2649 "
Clean it now.
Loretta Jobs Century
$250. monthly. 759.4406.
Home for sale by owner
Later you may
Two bedroom apart 21. Owner says he will
3 blocks from shopping
Chestnut Hill, Murray's new exciting contemhove to wait. 435ment non furnished, not refuse any center, 5 years old,
porary men arid women's Fashion Store Maurice's
across from college. reasonable offer.
2100sq. ft
including
4348
or 762needs full time part time sales people and record
$185
a month plus
garage. Also has car
4792
deposit.
753
4793
after
Commercial Pro- port Bargain at 155.000
keeper. Must be ambitious, enthusiastic, fashion
4p.m.
minded, have soles ability 10 to 35 hours per
perty in Murray. For appointment call
753 1934, after 7p m.
Two young women want
sq. ft. of floor 753
6,400
week. Excellent salary and benefits. Call for more
to share a nice house
1861.
space. Well con- If
information: Barb Stacey, 502.753-5986, July
with another woman.
unique is what you
structed building See,'you should look at
Near MSU and down
12 and 13th between 10 a.m. to 5 p.tn.
town. Private bath and
less than 10 years this lovely 3 bedroom, 2
RANDY
entrance. Available
old. Paved parking bath home in one of the
August 1. Call Rebekah
THORNTON
most convenient and
Arranged
to
lot.
after 5p_rn 753 6577.
HEATING AND AIR
desirable areas in
house 1 large or 2 Murray It has all the
CONDITIONING INC
34. Houses for Rent
Serious Job Seekers!
smaller businesses. extras including a
For rent like new 2
Would you like to set your own hours with
Ca I us at 753-4000 fireplace and central
pm
bedroom home
Gar
gas heat Priced in the
tically no limit on earnings end hove vocations
or 489-2266.
as
age, central air, fenced
mid 570's, KOPPE RUD
desired? If so, then why not c
yard. $300
a month.
iently work
REALTY 753 1727
Call 502-6951871
with us sorting/bundling moil. Receive work
Three bedroom brick, 2sad
Murray High teacher
payments by mail. Start iervtliately1 For inbath, central heat and
The corvier dealer for soles
• would ince to rent 3 or 4
air,
large kitchen' and
formation, a self-odd
so/ service 1ss Morro, ea/
d stamped envelope
bedroom home
Call
Family
dining room
Celle•ey C
162
assures a prompt reply.
753 0763.
room with fireplace.
Realtors
asthma
One bedroom furnished
Only minutes from
Mail Marketing Services, P.O. Box 2590, Ocala,
Mee Hwy. 641 N. !Own. Must see to
house
No children or
_ 753-8181
Florida 316711
Pets 7 5 3 6 6 3 2 or
appreciate
Call 753
M.,Ky.
759 4617.
z
8633 for appointment

16. Home Furnishings

MUR CAL
APARTMENTS

110 311:,

53 Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1975 Corvette CU
paint extra sharp Best
offer 437 4666
1975 728 Camera:, SOW.
753 5573 between Ba m
and sp m
1977 Chevrolet LUY
Extra clean, good con
dition
4 speed $7790
Call 439 2595
APPLIANCE
1977 Ford Granada 302 SERVICE- Kenmore
motor Average 25mpg , Westinghouse,
39.000 miles $2875 Ex Whirlpool
20 years
cellent condition
437 experience
Parts and
4601
Service
Bobby Hopper
1977 Plymouth Volare Bob's Appliance Ser
extra nice, good run vice 202 S
5th St
ring condition
4 8 7 2
$2100 7 5 3
Call 753 8184
753 8.86(homel
1978 Camero Z 28 t top, Appliance repair work
4 speed, carmine red, all brands. Specialize in
13,800 actual miles Tappen Call 753 5341 or
55500 firm. Call 759 1700 354 6956 Earl Lovett
or 753'7307 after ap m.
Asphalt driveways and
1979 Camero Z28 extra parking lots sealed by
nice low mileage. 492 Sears. For free es
8989
timates call 753 2310
1982 Pontiac J2000. 4 Build and Repair
speed, air, AM FM tobacco barns
Free
stereo, 32mpg
Cost estimate. Call 435 4347.
$8800
Sell $6795
759 CARPET CLEANING,
9904
Free Estimates
Opel 1970 Esport run• Satisfied references,
fling good $475. Call Vibra Steam or Quick
after 5p.m 753-5773
Dry Cleaning.
Surplus 'Jeeps Cars (Upholstery Cleaning).
Boats_ Many sell for Lee's Carpet Cleaning
under $50. For in , 753 5827
formation call 312-9311961 Ext 1774
Will clean carpets,
windows, also clean
50. Used Trucks
and woo hard wood
1969 Jeep 4 Wheel Drive
Commando model.
Good engine, must sell
5600. 436-2415_
1979 484 Dodge short
wheel base step-bed,
low mileage. Call 753
6268
1979 Ford Courier long
wheel base radial tires.
Nice 753- 3338.

floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317

14ft
Cherokee deep
V hull boat with trailer
18hp Evinrude motor
has extras Call 1591700
after 5p.m., days 7537889
1979 18ft. Jet boat 427
Chevrolet engine in
very good condition.
Call 759-9705 or 753-0359
after 7p.m.
21 ,z2ft. Slick Craft
Cruiser I88hp Mercruiser inboard -outboard.
All carpeted forward,
head marine radio,
compass, depth finder,
all engine instruments
excellent condition. 4362218.
23ft. Fiberglass Cruiser
155 OMC engine fully
equipped. $4200. 7591987.
For sale: 1972, 15ft.
tri-hull runabout with
walk•thru windshield.
65H P Mercury outboard. Trailer included.
Owner has priced to
sell! Call after 5p.m.
759-1519.

53. Services Offered
AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances ser
viced. Freezers,
washers, dryers, and
refrigerators. All
brands 759 1322

speciality.
BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127

Almon Sertiu Co
--1
Aston all enrol Writ,
custom Iris will
Menaces Call Rill Ed

fatley. 121611.

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL
Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Cali
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
Lawn work done. Call
anytime 436 2226.
Licensed electrician for
residential and corm
mercial. Heating and
a ircondition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPING
Commercial, Indust
rial, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating Phone 753 1537
FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience
Stained
floors our

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, trim
ming, removing
Full
insurance. Call 1 527
0918.
Carpet and linoleum
installation carpentry
and general home rep
51. Campers
air and remodeling.
Reasonable rates. 753
1978 Nomad travel
0770, ask for Bob.
trailer, 21 ! 2ft. Completely self-contained Chimney Sweeping
with air and awning. Service. Do it now
before you need your
Excellent condition
chimney. Later we Will
Phone 753-2913,
have a working list. Call
2111. Nomad camper
435.4348 or 762 4792.
excellent condition Call
435 4273

52. Boats-Motors

PI, Boy sprav,ng for
tobacco in southeast
part of county See or
call Don Spiceiand 753
81211

Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, "shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753 8536.
Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
E xterior -I, arm
Buildings. 25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759-1987.
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central air
(spring spFcial I complete cleaning on air
conditioners. 436-5536.
Residential cleaning.
753 230_
Will clean out well and
build well houses_ Also
do some plumbing. Call
489 2615.
Will do any type plumb
ing installation or re
pairs. Call anytime day
or night. Experienced.
All work guaranteed.
436 5855

FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumbing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs Licensed,
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your Roofing All
Types, 15
specifications
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free years experience, all
work guaranteed. Don
estimate.

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opi•
nion? Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Wilkerson, 489-2580
or 345-2602.

Will do - yard work and
hedge trimming. cut
and remove dead
hedge. Call 753,0712 or
753-353.4.
Will mow lots and do
bushhogging. Call 7591503
'

Dial-A-Service

911

BE A FASHION
SALES PERSON
MAURICE'S

ATTENTION

INC

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Poison
Control

753-7588

Police
911

Aluminum
Service

Co.

Quality Service
Company

Alva/intim end Vinyl
Siting, Custom trim
work. Refereoces.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
753 0689.

Renting

and Air COR
chtrerousa Soles Sales
and Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Deportments

753-9290

'923tRy.
CVSTOM K Rain
CABINETS & CIISTINA
MOODWIIIMIONS
•ClisTOMI DORT FINDIRTORI
•ClIPSTIMII DORT RIMIER
CROWS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Hwy. 121

South
Merrily, Ky.
New and Used Auto

Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

753-5500

4GIL 12Th. Mt RH 1 14,, LEDGER a TIMES. Maeda?. Jul) 12. PM

Local hospital reports announced

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Teague
dies; funeral
rites today

baby girl, 814 Gleason
Rd.,Pans,Tenn.
Beverly Shankle and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Cottage
Murray-Calloway County
Grove, Term.
Hospital.
Dismissals
He is survived by his
Hontas L. Mitchell,
wife, Odell; two
Gen
Del., Murray,
daughters, Mrs. Wyane
Lathan J. Milliken, 064
Johnston and Miss Lynda
Shady Oaks, Bobby L.
Gail Donelson; one son,
Hutson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Roy Donelson and his
Tenn., Timothy M.
wife, Barbara Jean; four
Graham, Box 52, Almo,
sisters, two brothers and
James S. Boggess, Box
three grandchildren.
84, Dexter, Charles E.
Littleton, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Judy C. Fautt, 711
la4ttar.1 Arm&
Au Products
Ogburn, Paris, Tenn.,
American Wiwi,
Sylvia M. Maddox, 510
Ashland
Amenrao Telephone
Maple, Fulton, Thomas
Chrysier
Pignut
C. Sawyers, Rt. 5, BenFord
ton, Louis Steven Lyons,
A
Ginseng Dynamics
Adults 137
Rt. 1, Almo, Wm. Earl
Ceeiseral Mears
7
Nursery
Satterwhite,
Rt. 1,
General Tire
Goo:Inch..
07-06-82
Pauline B. Wilson, 846
Newborn Admissions
Hurt Dr.,
Joyce Hubbard and
Modena I. Latimer, Rt.
1 M
C Penney
twin girls, Rt. 1, Puryear, 1, Puryear, Tenn., Ewing
Jerk,
Tenn.
H. Guerin, Rt. 5, William
K Mart
Penwalt
Terri L. Underwood Hoyt Like, Rt.8, Annie M.
Quaker Oats
and baby girl, Rt. 2, Duty, Rt. 1, Hickman,
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Hazel.
Lois C. Wilson, 508 North
w— ,s
COP Yleid
Cynthia Sandoval and Seventh St., Mary 0.

Donelson's rites Sunday

Adults 120
Nursery 2
0745-82
No Newborn Admissions
Dismisaals
Linda K Greer and
baby boy, Box 385, Parts,
Tenn., James A. Johnson,
310 North 12th St., Bonnie
F. Clem, Rt. 8, Benton,
Ethan L. Crum, 1102
Olive,
Lucille Clark, 1102
Olive, Frank W. English.
1607 Wiswell, Willie Brandon, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mayme
B. Thompson, 305
Woodlawn, Milford L.
Mathes, Box 381, Hazel,
Mary Jane Grogan, Rt. 1,
Hardin.

Final ritia for Lewis
Donelson wffe Sunday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
The funeral for Mrs. Funeral Home, The Rev.
Bobbie Teague was today Gerald Owen, the Rev.
at 1 p.m, in the chapel of Elijah Salentine and the
Blalock -Coleman Rev. William Salentine
Funeral Home. The Rev. officiated. Music was by
Steve Cavitt, the Rev. Mrs. William Salentine,
Bob Dotson and Lake Nancy, Lena and Patricia
Riley officiated. Mrs. Ot- Salentine.
to Erwin was organist.
Active pallbearers
Pallbearers were were Danny McCuiston,
James Johnson, Leon Dale Duncan, Rex
Parker, Dwain Fisk, Paul Donelson, Robert McKinHarp, William Beasley ney, Larry McKinney and
and P.R. Harp. Burial Kenny Donelson.
was in Mt. Zion Cemetery Honorary pallbearers
in Lyon County.
were Lester Donelson,
Mrs. Teague, 63, Rt. 1, Troy Vance, Lestel
Kirksey, Brewers corn- Elkins, Thurston Furmtuuty, died Saturday at ches, Harold Kilgore, Joe
7:45 a.m. at Marshall Bruce Wilson, William
County Hospital, Benton.
Futrell ad Robert
She was a member of Peskuski.
Mt. Zion Baptist Church
Burial was in Fawcett
in Lyon County. Born Cemetery.
Jan. 18, 1919, in Lyon
Mr. Donelson, 69, Rt. 6,
County, she was the died Thursday at
daughter of the late Alvey
Newton Springs and Effie
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
Etta Champion Springs.
Mrs. Teague is survived by her husband,
Woodrow L. Teague, to
((LINT KELLEY MAYFIELD KY
247 0673 or 1800592-3488
whom she was married
Mrs. Ruby Betz, 79,
on May 16, 1936; three died Friday at a hospital
daughters, Mrs. William in King Fisher, Okla.
Patsy( Beasley, Jr., and
500 lb 54 0043 00, 500475 lb 51 00-60 A
LOU1S1'11.117. Ky Al.— USDA and ...len not fully tested early .
She was a long time
large frame 2 mostly Holsteins 325-350
Mrs. Paul (Joyce) Harp, resident of Murray and Estunated receipts cattle and calves feeders steady to tires
lb 51.10-5250. few 765 lb 5370, medium
3000 compared to last week's claw
Slaughter steers choice 2-1 9754205 lb
both of Paducah, and had been a registered slaughter steers steady to 1 higher, 64 05-66 70. mixed good and choice 2-3 frame
1-2 bulls 400-600 lb 53 00-60 M
Mrs. Jerry L. Deborah ) nurse in the office of the buyers aggressive for numbers. 1000-1229 lb 6010-Ala, good 900-1220 lb 60-715 lb 53(0-57 OD.
Heifers medium frame 1 300-500 lb
slaughter heifers full) steady. cows and
56 90.60(0, good and choice 2.3925-1225
Lassiter, 807 North 18th late Dr. Rob Mason.
53 00-56 00, 500400 lb 53 90-57 75, wan)
bulls opening steady, slaughter calves
lb dairybreds 52 50.5451
lb 54 00-57 25, few up to 5950, large
Slaughter heifers choice 3-4 1150-1000
St., Murray; one son,
Survivors include a
frame 1 604700 lb 53 50-57 25, medium
lb 62.00-64.50 good and choice 2-3 1645Ronald L. Teague, Ham- sister, Mrs. Esther
frame 2301-501 lb 45 00-53 OD, 500440 lb
950 Ili 54 00-62 40. good 2-1 775-910 lb
55 50-59 00,
12 0653 00,
mond,Ind.
Groenwald, King Fisher, FederalState Market News Service July It,
Slaughter cows early sales utility 13
Hogs 1000, compared to last week -i
Also surviving are one Okla., and a brother, Or- 1912
40(0-44.10, high dressing individuals
close barrows and gifts steady to weak,
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
44 50-45 75, cutter 1-2 35 004.2.5; canUS 1-2 215-245 lb 61 0541 5, US 2 200-275
sister, Mrs. Edna ville Betz, Loyal, Okla.
Report Includa 6 Buying Stations
ner
and
cutter
under
MOO
lb
TS
7S-15.50:
lb
60 50-61 00. US 2-3215.290 lb 60 On
Receipts, Act 1021 Est 550 Harrows & Gilts
Brumitte, Smithland;
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1 1470 lb
60 50. US 1 313 lb 58 50. sows steady to
Funeral and burial ser- 25 lower Sows steady usstances I .01) lower
indicating Id carcass boning percent
50 lower, US 1-2 300-350 lb 51 00-51 50
three brothers, Edward vices were today at 1:30 US 1-2 2104011A
160 00-60 50
55 CO. yield grade 1-2 1000-1400 lb in150-400 lb 51 51-5210, 400-450 lb 52 00LIZ 2210410lb.
59 00-60 00
Willard Springs, Ham- p.m. in King Fisher.
dicating 74-79 percent 45.7544.00.
53 00. 450.501 lb 53 00-54 CO, 500415 10
US 2210419 lbs.
$59 5940 CO
Slaughter calves and vealers few
54 0045 00, few lo 55 50, US 3 lon46.5 lb
mond, Ind., Reginald P.
ITS
2-3
WWII
ilLs
$58
511.5650
The family requests
49 75-52 80, boars over 300 lb 49 561-3110
choice and prime 215-290 lb vealers
Springs, Knox, Ind., and that expressions of sym- Sows
64
00-71.00,
high
under 300 lb 49 Ott-50 50,
choice 360 lb calves
US 122764181ba
$50 00-51 or
6350
primlasses
Alv_ey Thomas Springs, pathy be made to the USI4 NO49
$0 50-52 00
sla
Suhnt
ItirePr'
nOn Zitc'dand
Feeder
steers
medium
frame
1
101
e
e 151 lb
.152 CO-53 00
Phoenix, Ariz.; six Ruby Betz Memorial IiSi.3liS'5hS,
wooled and aloes 59,00, slaugMer ewes
SOO lb 63 OD-l700, 500-680 lb 0350-gilt,
US1401111.41911144.
. $53 (0-5551
few good 10.10, feeders choice and fan710-1075 lb 59 50-62 60 inclAling part
grandchildren. Jennifer Fund, Murray Seventh- US 2-3 391/4111he
149 015950
cy 69-75 lb native lambs 45 00
load 606 lb 67 Al medium frame 2 300.
and Andrew Beasley. Day Adventist Church, Boars 43-44 50
Kerry, P.R. and Nicholas South 15th and Sycamore
Harp, and Amanada Streets, Murray.
Teague.

Stock market

Mrs. Ruby Betz
dies; former
Murray nurse

Fticherson, Box 97, Hazel,
Ruby 0 Hams, 123
Nash Dr., William H.
Brittain, Box 7, Dexter,
Gus D. Yarbrough, Rt. S.
Bertha E. Hendon, Rt. 3,
Harley D. Bolen (Expired (.618 Broad.

Reagan lifts
U.S. sanctions
WASHINGTON(AP) —
President Reagan today
lifted the economic sanctions imposed against
Argentina after it invaded the Falkland Islands
and called on all those involved in the conflict between Argentina and Britain to put the dispute
behind them "and to
work for friendship and
cooperation."

19 Jeep Cr Reneged.
Burgandy and Brown, Hord Top, Automat.
AM Radio, White Letter Tires

:397700
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

EDI

753-2617
641 S.
Murray

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

YOU'RE INVITED
To a Series of

GOSPEL MEETINGS
Bell City Church of Christ
SPEAKER: Billy Clark

Hog market

Sunday July 11th Thru
. Friday July 16th
Services 7:45 p.m. Every Night

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

1

WE'RE ROLLING OUT THE CARPET FOR OUR...

CARPET
CENTER
SMITH
JOE
Old Ice Plant Building —
Murray, Ky.
South 4th Street —
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, JULY 12th
Professional
Installation

24th

Joe Smith Carpet .Center proudly annouces our 10th Anniversary Sale. We wish to, "thank" all of our friends and
customers for their patronage over the past ten years. To those who have not visited us, we want to extend an invitation to come by and see us. Joe Smith Carpet Center — Where quality, service and professionalism are guaranteed.

12 FT.

COMMERICAL
CARPET

$299

Carpet
Cleaning
Service

CARPET
WALL PAPER ICAR
LOOP OR CUT

ASTRO TURF

SQUARE
YARD

(MANY BOOKS TO
CHOOSE FROM)

$499
SQUARE
YARD

20%

Off

PILES STYLE
$ 1 99
PER RUNNING
FOOT
AND UP

IN -STOCK VINYL

PER SQUARE YARD

REG. $4.99 SQ. YD.

Professional
Installation Service
Available

ALL IN-STOCK CARPETING

$399

COUPON.

EXCLUDING COMMERCIAL
AND ASTRO-TURF

SQUARE
YARD

$ 1 00

ALL

Off

This Coupon good for

SPECIAL GROUP

ALL SHORT

REMNANTS

ROLLS

50%
REG. PRICE

Off

1

so

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
Livestock report

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS

25%

$1 •00

Off

OFF Per Sq. Yd.

On Merchandise Ordered From
Our Sample Books of Carpeting
(GOOD THRU SAT JULY 24th .

REG. PRICE

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
Hal Nance, Manager — Glen Bobber, Saleman — Wilma Miller, Saleslady
South 4th Street — Old Ice Plant Building — 753-6660

